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The Council on Social Work Education is. pleased to make available this most

important source book by Dolores Norton in ollaboratton with Eddie Frank
Brown, Edwin Garth. Brown, E. Arace is Fran is, Kenji Murase, and Ramon

Valle. It is a significant document a fids on over ten years of effort by social

work educators committed to the. evelopment of specific content on ethnic
minorities for incluston in the social work education curriculum.

The concept of-the dual perspective, developed by Dolores Norton and her
collaborators, addresses both content and methodology It recognizes the need

for specific courses for ethnic minorities bikviews this approac as n interim
one. Ultimately, in. order to assure its institutionalization social work
education programs, this content must be infused througho t the core cur-

riculum. . .

This is a timely document and should be an invaluable tool for social work
faculty who are earnestly. seeking new and innovative waysof preparing social

work students, both minority and others, fbr more effective service deliVery to

,ethnic minority people. Students interested in a conceptual framework for

.testing out their own hypotheses based on theories postulated in the classroom

and intheir practice experience a)so will find ithelpful.
Alftrough this book identifies the need for further work in the application of

the dual perspel' tive to social work education and. praCtice, it provides a
sibolarly foundation upon which social work educators and pr'actitioners can

6

One note of caution is in order here. This effort will' be advanced only if

administrators a1nd faculty are committed to addressing issues related to ethnic

minorities as a primary rrusston of the social work profession, There must be an
intkive awareness on their part that they are addressing a community of people

who, because of,their color, ethnicity, cultural background, or economic status,

have not had the freedom of opportunity for Self-fulfillment that is an integral
.

pa it of theAmerican way oflife. 0
CARL SCOTT

Associate Executive Director

Ill '
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Preface

--The cOhcept of the dual perspective grew out of the work of agroup of social
work educators struggling to develop specific "content and models for incor-
porating content on minorities into the socialwork curriculum A series of
meetings sponsored ,bx the Council on Social Work Education in, which the
educators disiussed the problems and issues involved and shared,materials
began to yield.a common theme, to prepare social workersgto meet the needs Of

their total client systeM in a pluralistic' society; social work education must
produce graduates who are capable of understanding and intervening from a

, dual perspective. '
1r addition to the educators .presenting course material in this source book,

r- many others were involved in providing ideas, and criticism as the concept
developed. Special gratitude goes to the Council on Social Work Education, and

especially to Carl Scott and Samuel 0 Miller of the Council staff,and Otis
Turder, formerly of the Council staff, for their support, guidance, and ideas,

during the entire project.
The work of Leon Chestang of the University of Chicago, Edwin-Garth Brown

of the University of Utah, and E. Aracefis Francis of Adelphi University, who

served as,yyorkshop leaders in many of the seminars and contributed their notes
add suggestions, was crucial to the development of the concept.

Joan Durman of the University of Chicago added to the 'clarity, of the
manuscript by kindly volunteering to read it and offering very Useful sugges-

tions for its revision:
Finally, special acknowledgement g to those who participated 'in the

. CSWEseminars, why4re toonumerous to entionindividually.
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1. Introduction,
1 .

this source book presents content and methodology necessary for un erstand-r

_mg and working with minority groups; In addition, it contains strait gies for

incorporating this information into the social work curriculum This goal is

based on the conviction that integration of ethnic minority contentin basil
courses will sig nifica ntly improve the curricuhim.

In a pluralistic society composed of different racial, ethnic, and so-
cioeconomic groups, the goal of social work education,must be to train\so-cial

workers to, meet the needs of its total client system. Most social workers,

minoTity and nonminority alike, work at one time or another with rrierfairs of

at-least one mmonty group. American Indians, Asian Americans, Blacks, or

Latinos. These groups shourd be underStood in the context of not only the,
ptoblems that often accompany their minoli status, but for the richness oft4
their heritage and the potential for theirbenefi I contribution to society Social

work education must teach its students to understind, appreciate, and be
es

sensitive to cultural differences.
Some social work programs have recognized is need and Have added

specific courses on the minority people, and communities that their students

serve. These separate courses, horever, should be viewed only as a temporary
solution, for their function is lo aid in the development of concepts and

knowledge on ,minonues in preparation for the incorporation of that content
.
throughout the curriculum. This incorporation should Be done "with the same

commitment to academic, excellence and sound, curriculum planning given

other areas of profeSsional training" I-
, .

Although we are proposing the integration of minority content throughout

the 4 um, specialized minority courses also have a place for in-depth

stedy of rticularminoritygroups. . .
Considerable knowledge on minority groups has been developed and

systematized by task forces under the sponsorship of the Council on Social

Work Education, by individual faculty members in social work programs; by

consortiums of schools sponsofid by private and public funds; and in some rare

instances by faculties working together. Inclusion of this material in the
curriculum_ will require the commitment of the school administration and its -

faculty if
i
it is to be accomplished effectively.2 Faculty sensitivityand administra=

tive support- are insufficient without a viable body of knowledge -and a

4,- conceptual framework for its 'Implementation; This source book attempts to

help supply that need. .
.--,

11 one social work program can includeadequate content on all the minority s
.. .



groups iii question. In deciding how, to develop its content, the individual
program must consider several factors. which groups its graduates are most

likely to serve, its stated mission and goal,,itigeographic location, the minority

composition of its student body and faculty, and the size of the minority
population in (ts are-a.

The purpose of this source book is to (lYpresent a perspective fOrundergand-

ing and working with minority groups, and (2) to present sOine examples of

possible course content and methodology on how information on minority

groups can be incorporated into the Human ,Behavior and-the Social Environ-

ment sequence, the Social Welfare Policy and Services sequences, and Practice

courses. Although far from compreherlsiye, this book presents the perspectives

of social, work educators that areinvolted in this task, as well as some course
material. There is material On American And ians, AsianAmericans, Blacks, an

Latinos. The goal is to develop a peripective and some basic methodo1ical
principles for understanding minorities, and indeed all people.,

This book begins with a definition and statement of the need for e dual

perspective on the partvf social workers to mirk with minority client syst&ns.A:

discusses thTHBSE sequence from the dual perspective and presents material
illustrating how the dual perspective and minority content can be incorporated

into an HBSE sequence course. It theft explores the use of the dual perspectivein

methodi courses and the practicum and presents material for practice in a

pluralistic society. Then the book focuses on the dual perspective and the Social

Welfare 'Policy and Services sequence, presenting material with substantive

content and highlighting differences in perspective. It ends with a brief-

summary and conclusion.

lgotes

1..4une Brown, ".an Social Work EducationPrepare Practitioners to Contribute a Cogent Challenge

to American Racism?" in Black Perspectives on Social Work Education (New York; Council on Social,

Work Education. 1974), pp.1-12.

2.- Eddie Frank Brown, "Integration of Minority Content in the Social Work Curriculum" (Doctoral

diss., University of Utah, May, 1975).
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Dual Perspective-

t
Defiriition`.

e

The/dual perspective is die conscious and systematic process of perceiving,
understanctmg, and comparing simultaneously the valu:es, attitudes, and
behavior of the ,larger societal system with those of thetklient's1 immediate
family and community system. It is the conscious aware Ifs on the cognitive)
Arid attitudinal levels of the similarities and differences M the two systems r t

1-,-

requires substantive knoWledge and empathic appresiati n of both the majority
societal system and the minority client system, aswell a a conscious awareness

of the social, worker's'own attitudes arid values. Thp t e dual 'perspectitv
allows one to experience each system from the point --ew of the other_

.The dual perspective thei is an attitudinal a a cognitive approach It is a
nonjudgmental perception of the,clients' cultural firms, interactional styles,
and behavioral responses within those of the rarer society. This perception
leads the social worker to view the clients' respo in the context of their
sociocultural circumstances. The intent is to oaden the social worker's
understanding and sensitivity to the totality of e life situation of the client
group,and to build services on the needsof that pticularsituation.

The concept of the dual perspective grew outcif the idea that every individual

is a part of two systems. the larger system of's=flie dominant society, and the

srqller system of the client's immediate physifil and social environment It is a

conceptual tool that describes a very complex4rocess, a complexity that stems

from the vanety of subsystems withineaclio-phe two systems It juxtaposes the'
various elements involved and focuses on ae degree of incongruence between

the two systems.
The.dual perspective is an essential entitY that exists whether or not a social

worker recognizes and uses it. The degrethif incongruence between the societal

system and the client's system is a triticgconsideration. In a society that rejects

the immediate environmental system a racial minorities, the achievtment of
congruence for the minority client is soterely limited, if not impossible It is this

fact that makes, the dual petspective,iihiquely Suitecl.for working With ethnic

Minority groups. fi

One of the distinguishing featu* of professionals ES, the kind of' disions

they make and the knowledge ,thek use in making these decisions-. The dual
pertpeclivermvides a frairie of reference for making more 'effective professional

decisions. It increases:the awareass of possible and actual points of conflict

between the minority client's peOper..liVe and that'of the dominarirsociety It
enhances awareness of the strucral-institutional sources that contribu te to the

1.
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inequality of opportunity for minoritygroups: When- it is utilized, the processes

of assessment and understandingshould produce results vitally different than

. at present.
Social workers are taught "empathy," "to begin where the client is," and to

view the client's situation "nonjudgmentally" and with self-awareness. These ;
principleshSve been operationalized in the past the assumption that there

was congruence between the client system and the dominant system_ The dual

perspective builds upon these familiar-social work priniples and :provides the

social'worker with a framework for making them operational, especially with

minority clients. Use of the process forces the worker to take`irito consideration

substanuie content on the minority client system that prevents_sre'reotyping,,

misinterpretations, incorrect expectations,and Inappropriate interventions}

kationale and theory Underlying the Dual Perspective

Social work 'education and practice ;mkt speakto the human service needs of all

people in a pluralistic society. We have stated that the concept of the dual

perspective grey tut of the idea that the individual is aipart of twO systems This

.idea of duality is supported theoretically., Chestang wrote of the duality of the

Black,experience, He called the'larger and more-dominant system of individual

experience the "sustaining system." It houses the instrumental needs orman,

the goods and services, the political power, and the economic resources, all of

which factors Confer status and power. Embedded in the larger system is the

more immediate system, the physical and social environment offamily and

close community. A person's basic sense of iderttity.grows oiit of, this. Chesting

`referred to this as the "nurturing environment"2 The nurturing environment

can be compared to Eriksbn's "significant othe4," those closest an most

involved in the determination of an individual's sense of identitt The. -

individual's experiences and sense of identity growing out of his or her
relatitinship. with "significant others" play an important pail in theInteractiOn

with those in the arger society. Thus two s,ocialsystems can be inferred. s

Melid's concept of the "generalized other" also can be used to undeistartd the

.dual perspective. He defined the generalized other as taking on the attitude of

The wider society in regard to oneself. In this way one learns to become an object

to oneself, to have an identity, to know orieSi,elf through role taking and from the

reflection of Others..In acting out the role11 of others, children discover that the

roles belong to their ownnature and begin to know themselves. From the many

roles assumed, there gradually arises,a generalized otrer. This attitude of the

generalized other or organized 'community giv.S unity of self to individuals as

they incorporategociety.'s responsesand react accordingly.'

Mead spoke only of one generalized other. However, minority persons who

assum=e the attitude of the generalized other of the Vider societyhavea strong

possibility of setingimselves devalued. The more they incorporat4. a negative

imageinto their idenlity, the more they will be devalued in their own image, Yet

we know minority personsdo attain d goOd sense of self. It is our assumption

that them is an alternative generalized other (a dual generalized other, if you

4 THE DI*L. PERSPECTIVE 1 0
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' wish) that- balancespr compensates for the potential destruction pf self-worth

coming fion? therwider soefety. r

The alt&native generalized other is the attitude of the 6rnily and immediate

community environment, the nuturing environmen? of Chestartg, the signifi-
,

cant others of Erikson. If minority children receive love and care from their

families, this can instill a positive sense of self. Sincemany'minbrity members

are reasonably isolated from the white community physically and socially, the'

attitude of the Jnore immediate generalized other can develop, restore, or help

them maintain self-esteem. They can use' it as a buffer against the effects of the

-attitude of the generalized other from the larger society as they experiente the
-

wider community This cannot. be accomplished totally though, for they are' .

very, aware of the attitudepf the dominant generalized other. If the mechanisms

of-sociarizailcin in the nuturing environment or the more immediate gener-
altzed.ather aretpositive, it helps people balance the desfruclive image-corning

from the larder community:
The overall generalized other of an indiVidUal may be 'thoug ht of as -a

continuum or series pf definitions,, attitudes, or expectations with which`one

perceives oneself, the world around one, and One's interaction with that world.

The generalized ether of family and community and the generalized other of

the larger society can be tonceptutlizeXas parts of the total generalized other.

Depending on the expenerice or.situation, one suspects that certain, aspects bf

-the gener alized other will have primacy 01. fade into the background.

A

) FIGURE!
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r
-If both the immediate generalized other. and the major generalized other

- reflectthe-sa# image to an indiv idual, heor she will incorporate them as atotal_
generalized other without conflict and interact accordingly. For some indi-

- viduals-there can bepositiv-e reflections and attitudes from both the immediate
S and majoygeneralized other leading to a godd seriseof self -worth and harmony-

in functioning' When-th; degree of congruence is high, the dual perspective
still, exists, but it is not Grucial. tdevaluation.because the pelspectiveS are alike.
The social worket. has little trouble evaluating and understanding this situation

. For many minority- groups the. conflict grows out of the degree of in-_
congriAnce between the two systems, 'since the frames of reference Of the
minority gro4uP, though embedded in and affected by the major society, can be
quite different. In order to assess the situation,. in its totality and to base,
Intervention on that interaction betvven them, it is necessaiy to understand
and be aware of both systems, thus use of the dual perspective becomes Crucial_

The dual perspective then Is not a concept to be Applied solely. to minority
people and groups. It enhances our una?rstanding of a people, but is *,

particularly vital to the assessment arklunderstanding of those wbOseimmedi-
ate generalized other might-differ or be in conflict with the major generalized
other. AN these dremore likely to be minoritypeople..

Use of the Du51 Perspetive,
Although lat r sections.of this source book will attempt to make the dual
perspective ore concrete by giving specific illustrations and examples of its
use, a gexieral statement here of its use will be helpfUl in understanding it. The
framed reference of the dual perspective informs practice by helping the social
worker evaluate disparate systems and determine more accurately where the
major stress lies. This should result in more effective interventive action_

Development of the dual perspective first requires a mi nd set that is similar to
what Piaget refers to as -reversible thought:'' This is theabilityend conscious-

, motivation to think about the situation being,observed and to look for points of

ft- Mere-ace, conflict, or congruence with tfte, larger society. This assumes
knowledge of several systems and an awareness of one's own attitudes, The ,

second requirement is the specific knowledge to guide to activities of the
consciously reversing mind set.

Social workers mustchave specific knowleylgeabout the group with which
they are involved. One cannot assess .correctly without specific cultural
knowledge of the nurturing environment (the immediate generalized other),
For example, although one may be aware of nottrial adolescent 'needg and
behavior, one cannot evaluate appropriately the behavior of a specific minority
adolescent until knowing the prescriptions for adolescent byhavior within that
group. One then evaluates the adolescent's behavior °against the theoretical
knowledge on adolescents, and against tiitspecific ethnic or cultural knowl-
edge of the adolescent's cultural group and the opportunities available to the
group. Some synthesis-is made and evahiated against the values of the social
woryer to determine possible individual bias and The ability to entertain

tHE DUAL PERS PEGTiv 12.
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difference. The whole process must be carried out using the coaciously
reversiblemind set and having Specific knowledge of the immediate gewkeralized

other. The worker must have valid knowledge in order to avoid stereotyping
Acceptance oicertam behavioral characteristics because of stereotyped knowl-

edge about a .certain group does not constitute an Application of the doal

Perspective.
CP /

Importance of the Dual Perspectie in Practice
.v;

As staled earlier, the,dual. perspective informs practice by helping the social
worker evaluate disparate systems and determine where the major stress lies

Social mil practice from the dual perspective forces thee social 'worker to
answer the quest on of whether one should move to work:With the immediate

.
enwronment, with the dominant environment, with both-Systems, or whether

to intervene ata11.7 . !:'- ' . ` -

The dual.petspective is needed to understand the institutiOnalizeddisadvah-
%.tageg-of minorities. There are structural barriers in the dominant system erected
against individuals-that belong to a certaingroup. Often these are not readily

, apparent unless the situation is viewed using the dual perspective. What are the'

differences in the relationship and interaction between the nurturing eriiiron.;
-mint and that of the wider-society? What are the not-so-easily-seen restrictions
of "normal- institutional functioning that erect barriers to opportunity? What
happens to values fosteied in the nurturing world when they come into contact

, with the wider society? The sikial Worker must be aware of any societal
b4riers,since they often heavily mfluence,the quality of the lives of minority
group members. This awareness is difficult to gain unless the social worker is
familiar with the specifics of the group life, the values and attitude `of thegroOp

. informing that life, and the attitudes of the dominant society This knowledge
and awareness7should create a responsibility in the social worker to striligtOr
change of those socioeCOnomic and poriticd1 barriers that adversely affect The

quality of the I ivesbi the group. ' . . . .
..,._

. ,

Lafferty stated that bilingualism. among Puerto Ricans'reflects not only

-. cultural pluralism, but a unique need, necessary'for them-as '4 result of their
.

...- periodic return migration to their home island.' Thus they have'very different
assimilation needs in regard to language than other immigrant groups in -i

--AnierKa n history. Forexample, the do al perspective would allow social workers
yinvolved in educational policy with the Puerto Ricakconimuni jreto be aware of

this specific history andneed, and relate this information to., rent social work
program' policy and help develop educational programs more related to
community needs. - . -

GrOssmarl observed that the "utilization of niedical care ;kg, linked, to
differential experiences of life and describedspecifically how different ethnic

groups respond to illness ,and its treatment.' She. suggested that cultural
Pluralism, needs to becomehian added' imension in dealing with illness Ahd
health, and the organization of health delivery systems. Patient compliance
with the piesCribed treatment is one of the Major problemi of institutional

..
. ,

- .
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medicine. Theruse. of the dual perspective can offer new lead's and soluticws to ,

this problem. For example, Grossman stated thata developed folk tradition in

medicine endures in kfispanic communities. Modern melical ideas thaf are in
conflict with these follOkays `are often not accepted. 'The dual perspective
piroyides knowledge of these conflicts and should lead to the devilopment of
health delivery systems based oryommunity .NA Ails and practices. Compliance

with prescmbed treatment vy ill be morulikely to occur in such situations. ,

The dual i>erspectiv also tin aid sit/dents and ;osial workers in clarifying
their,perso4 and p lon a! value system from a minority perspective

A. Students wie forced eness and hopefully evaluation ()Chow

their own values.differ of their clients. lvtinatity students also must..-
operate flom: the dua ye. Many of them tend to reject passive,

uninvolved minority die groups. By tiSin thU dual perspective, they.... . ,
will be able to take into c. stderation the-client's mediate environineht or
nurturing system, age, tilst y, values, arid immedidte neralized other, which

wall explain why theclient ay never reach the level of m lvement ill minority
issues that thestudent w

.
ld desite.

A .

'June Brown aptly stat that a&urate assess' must mta warenessaithe '
variability of life urcu stances, life sfyldk5and agpirations within minority
groups.'° Accurate assessment also means'the recognition of'the interrelation-
ship of depriving conditions,, social stress', and behavioral and, emotional
disturbances. The social work eduLation experience should be designed to
enable the tudent'to become self-aware and to view the situation, within the

framework of the dual perspective,

Incorporating the Dual Pqrspective into the Curriculum

Awarsory survey of course outlines of-various schools reveals th'at few courses

containing minority content clearly .s to course goals. The relationship of the
material to social work practice is ndi always c.latand is seldom explicated by
the. instructor. Edwin G. Brown slated that this is perhaps due to the lack of
clearly, defined educational goals or objectives related to minorIty content
matter.'' Tyler outlined curriculum development as a process that ig predicated-

, upon, the establishment of clearly defined goals.12 Mager has added that
increased clanty,of purpose and improved assessment will result if the clearly

define,d goaliare stated in behavioral terms!?
Once the goals, haVe .been &fined cl6rly, specific content and learning

experiences in the classroom must be developed to attain them. A statement
evaluation of specific student behavioral goals should be attempted. This its

. particularly relevant in courses on minorities. Without specificgoals in practice,

these courses become essentially Anic history or sociology courses that
usually cap be taught better in other departments. Worse yet, they may becor4.

simply a litany of injustices that Gwen Gilbert 'called the "Ain't' ItAwful I"
syndrome." Using the dual perspective as a framework for better assessment
pnd more informed intervention provides control over the course material by
looking at the immediate,environment and its relationship to interaction-with

THE DUAL PERSPECTIVE
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the wider society, which sets a well-defined direction for the course,.
Students cannot' develop the frame' of reference of the dual perspective by

possessing only a theoretical and intellectual understanding of differences-,
There has to be experiential learning in the classroom as well as in the practictim
that will begin to develop the reversible mind, set: In experiential learning,
students must use their feelings and %alues to foster understanding as well as
their cognitive abilities. Role playing, candid discussion of personal experi-
ences, and labs are three techniques that can move the classroom work from the
theoretical to a more total engagementof the self in understanding the values of
another group. There should be an attempt to integrate the `intellectual
knowledge on Jrunority group differences with the mind set that may involve a
different frame -of reference than one's own, while simultaneously being
Cognizant of one's own perspective. This is the dual perspcktive. .

A word of caution is needed. A racial or minority label does not Presume
monolithic thought, values, or behavior for all members of any group.
Although there appear to be certain common characteristics that seem deeply
embedded because of shared experiences, individuals and groups do react
differently. The specific situation must be observed within its particular milieu.
The dual perspective requires valid knowledge of the individual or group, the
specific culture, the major society,, and one's own beliefs, guided by a itig
consciously reversing mind set. Pursuing such a process is not easy, but social
workers have long known that it ise difficult task to understand any situation in
its broadest perspective, let alone to take effective and appropriate action.
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3. Using the Dual Pers,pectiVe-

in Human Behavior COurseS

The Council on Social Work Education's curriculum policy statement defines

the human behavior and social environment sequence as that "body of content

relating to human behavior designed tocontribute to the students' understand-
ing of the individual, group, organizational, institutional, and cultufgt -contexts
within which human behavior is expressed and by which it is significantly
influenced:1 The human behavior and social environment sequerke should
provide a framework for understanding man and his interactiOn with his social

and Physical environment and this knowledge should leacrtftwhat one does in

terms of practice and policy. If we believe that better understanding a a
situation determines more effective iiiehrentive action, then HBSE codises bear

an enormous responsibility to develop and impa valid and comprehensive
information that can lead to this kind of understanding. HSBE courses should

support and contribute to the methodological sequences, with knowledge
flowing between the HSBE courses, the methods courses, and' the field. The

rocess should be repeated, with Ivicivleage being modified and augmented as

e spiral continus.2 r I

Incorporatron of the dual perspecti4 into HBSE courses.becomes imperative_

it the wmoats areqo be met in regard to Minority groups. We have already

stated tha individuals. function within two systems. the nurturing systein Or

that of the lmmediategeneralized other,and the sustaining*stemor that of the

major. .generalized other. These two systems exist for everyone: If tlie two
systems are congruent in values and attitudes and therefore supportive of the

individual, use of the dual perspective: while enhancingone's understanding of
the ; situation, is not so crucial to its 'correct assessment. When considering
mmorityexpenenceg there are more likely to be differences betWeen the two

systeins,,,The Jrame,s of reference of- the minority group_though embedded in

,the larger society, often can bequite different from those of the dominant
.society. Failure to use the dual perspective in, wortng with minority groups or
to evaluate the meaning of these differences can costly in , terms of

undergtandingancl intervention.
We need to tress the4major components of the dual perspective again' a

reversible mind set and valid knowledge. In the reversible mind set' one
consciously makes observations of the nurturing system'and just as consciously

evaluates this against knowledge and observations in the dOminant systein It is

a technique that allows the dual perspective to operate. Social workersalso must



be aware of their own needs and feelings in order tomake decisichs based on the

needs of their clients. Reactions to others with different values *id lifestyles are

not so simple to evaluate.- Use of the dual perspective rewires conscious

reflection on the part of the social worker about the jneaning of an act to4lie,

client, that is, using the client's framework to understand theAneaning din att.

In order td accompMh this; specific, validknoWledge of mlnority groups must

be avable. It is this specific knowledge for which HEacourses bear much

responsibility.

Iii'e DualPerspectives and HBSE Content
.

.

Chestang gave us some idea of what specific,information should be included in

( HBSE courses. He spoke of the "terrain" of HBS,E, which must include the study

of human development and man's interaction with hgenvironnient.3Helisted,

several specific' topics. The terrai or content of
hi,

is augmented byr
providing the more specific conten of the nurturing environment. Thus HSBE

-courses need to supply the content on the terrain the content on the

nurturing environment providing the culturaliperspec ve: The following table
I

illustrates this: -
4.

-

r

TABLE

Terrain of .

HBSEContent

,1. DeOlopment of the hurun life cyycle,
i.e. people's basic needs,and:ci?eves
`related to life stages.

2. Role of the environment on
a. the liferycle.
b. reaction to stress.
c. ways in which people cope.

4

Perspecturof
Nurturin: Etnvironment,

. 1. 1-4istory bf thegroup.
2. Social and psychological values.
5. Acculturationpfikesses Aperienced.
4. Racial and ethnic experiences.
5. Socioecopoiliic experiences.

The categones in either column are not meant to be austive. -They are

.intended to be illustrative of the general areasof kriotiri ge usually included.

Specific organization of the_HBSE content and selection of approaches fhld

theoriesto be used will depend on the individual instructor and the pallicular

course focus. The point being'stressed here is that in order for the HBSE courseS

to incorporate the dual perspective, knoWledge on the n4turing environment

must be included, which can take many forms of organization - i ;
:V" ,4k

on

therninority or ethnicgroup being considered. '

In order to illustrate the dual perspective;the two colunmi' in Tabl 't be

linked. Accordingly, the specific cultural perspective content adds di ion to

the use and waderstanding of the liBsE, content. For example, the history of

Blacks as slees and their subsequent e?:clusiori froin many socytecortomic

opportunities in the United States Have influenced both the economic base of

the Black family and the coping.patterno within, the family. The experiences of

American Indians confined to reservations have similarly had a great deal of

influence on how' they react to stress. Understanding of the HBSE content is

increased and modified through the knowledge of thenurturing environment.

1 4
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Analysis of an HBSE Course Using the Dual

Perspective:Iliace, Poyerty, and Human

Development

BY DOLOIZES'G.NOkTON

The material presented next is on a,Race, Poverty, and Human Development
course taught by the author at the School ofSoCial Service Administration at the
linivergity of Chicago. The HBSE content includes the cycle of human develop-.
merit, with emphasis on the physical; social, emotional, and cog ectso '.,
the individual. The 'theoretical framework used for the Course is On the
work of theorists such as Erikson, Mead, iaget, and Lewin` The perspeCtive of
the nurturing environment draws attention to the effect of race and so-
. .. -

cioeconomic status in the United States on human develOprnent in terms of
enhancing or hindering optimum human ROtential. The nurturing enstiron-
mentA.provided by studying 1,arious definition's and meanings of race
anti&iologically, biologically, and socially..For exahiple, brief 'histories of
Blacks and Asian Americans in the United States add to the social and economic

-definitions of race of these groups. Definitions of poverty, its extent, and its
social and psychological meanings are explored. The human development life
cycle and the needs at each life stage are constantly examined in terms of the
variables of race and poverty.

.Earlier we stresses! that students cannot develop the dual perspective with
only a theoretical and intellectual understanding of minority differences, but
rather that it has to be encouraged through experiential learning. This learning
takes place w hen all levels of human experience are operating simultaneously It
involves consciousness within a structure of learning guided by a spetific goal .4)

orientation. Torbert defined experiential learning in a similar Inanner to the..

dual perspective when he stated that the levels of experiential leaining must '

include the world outside, one's own behaviCa, and 'one's cognitive structure iN,
and consciousness.' He stressed that although students are operating throUgh a
cognitive emotional framework, they must maintain an ilmer sense ofalterria-

tive frameworks. i '
In the course presented here, the eixperiential learning is' operationalized

,thmugh an "experiential thrust" in 6hick they is an attempt, to -help the
students apply the theoretical material from the HBSE terrain and the nurturing
perspective to reality, situations with which they can identify. Assignments are
given in which the students are asked to examine their own feelings about
situation. Case material from e students" own fieldwork or. major areas of
interest, role playing, and the ass ment of novels and autobiographies are all ,.

tiv
utilized to involve,the class on morethan an intellectual level: If there has been ,

I

identification with a client, community program, group, or central character of
a novel, students can begin to "feel" and.""know" some of the factors that they

Usurp, the Dual Perspective in Human Behavior Courses 13
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have 'understood cognitively as these apply, to,reality.-The situation

rear for the students and theywill have begun to use thedu -pens

4

Orile

Brief bourse DekriPtion

The course attempts to provide knowledge On the physical,,emotio al; social,

and cognitive aspects of human development as they are affected race and

,.poverty_ It reviews human development from the prenatal pen through

young adulthood. The physical and social defitiitions of race an the history

. and forms of racism-arestudied and discussed in regard to their effect on human

development. Poverty and -its social and psychological meanings are studied

and apPliea to the various stages of.human development.. The' theories of

Erikson Mead, Piaget, and Others are used to discuss huma# development.

Althciugh.an eclectic theoreticaapproach ins used, a conscious efforkis made to

have students move beyond a cognitive understanding of the effect of race and

poverty on human development, and experience the realitrof another perspec-

tive possibly different from their own. The dual perspective and its underlying

rationale is presented early in the course atid used throughout to illustiate

understanding of the interaction between the immediate environmental system

. and that of the larger society.
Much of social work practice takes place with various racial orethnic groups,

and-with the per. This type of practice should reflect understanding of people

of varying racial backgrounds, and of the various types of coping that must be

done without money in a moneyed society. It is hoped that sensitivity and'

knowledge of the effect of race and poverty on human development will aid the

social, worketto evaluate moreaccprately where the major stress lies and lead to

more effectiveinterventive action at the mostappropriatelev el,

Specific Objectives ,

Specific course objectives ate: /*

1. To increase knowledge of the human developinental sYttem, physically,

socially, emotionally, andcognitively, and to understand its relation to the

envirehmental system of the huMan OrganiSin..

2. To increase knowledge of race, racir, anct poverty.

3. To examine specifically how ramand poverty affect the hum'an develop-

mental life cycle. -' -

4. To provide the opportunity to develop consciou awarentss or thestudent's

own vallorstem, especially when it differs fr in that of the gmup being

studied. - 4
.

It is hoped that if these objectives are accomplished and applied to practice, it

. will lead to better pnclerstanding and more effective intervention whether

working with individuals, families,sroups, or communities; making policy; or

coriductilig research:
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Unit IHymn lievelopment . ,4
The objectives of this unit are (J) to present material drirthe development of the

individual as the result of the interaction between basic genetic characteristics

and the social and physical environment, and (2) to increase awareness that

`,-genetic potential can be fostered or _constrained by our life experiences This
unit attempts to give the students a general orientation to human development

and its relation to the environment that will provide a model te-which the

specific effectq of race:nd poverty ca n be related in the next units.
,The teaching methodologies used are:

1. A;signed theoretical readings.
2. Semi-lecture and chscussidn of .model of human development, details of- ".

which are haaied out to the class.
3. Reading two novels (Salinger's Catcher in the; Rye and Miller's The Cool

ilorldi.Y that depict two adolescent boys from differing 'racial and socio-
economic status. Both books are narrated the first person and both boys

live in the New York urban area.
4. An assigned paper comparing the effect of race and socioeconomic status

on thesommonneed; of these two boys.

. . .

The specific content for this unit includes (1) the stages of human develop-

ment from the prenatal stage through young adulthood and the growth in each

physically, socially, emotionally, and cognifively, and (2) presentation of the

dual Perspective as a framework for understadding human development as it is"

affected by the interaction 0 the two systems. The need for Understanding the
-variables of each system is stressed, and the impliCations for appropriate

intervention explored,. .

JriitII '{ace and RaCism

The objective of this unit is to build upon the preceding unit by applying

material on race andfacism to the human developmental model and to cltvelap
aiunderstanding of how racegiven its social definition in the UnitedStates-

- r
can a fiRct the human develOpmental life cycle.

The teaching methodologies used are:

1. Assigned theoretical reading.
2. Semi-lectur6 and disFuision.1

-.-
3. Structured discussion posed by the instructor on the effect of racism in the

classrdom among the social work students. dents are encouraged to
candidly voice their feelings and fears in regara present racial separatism
existing irtschools and in social work programs. The instructor mustsee

that communication is facilitated and that nb one is verbally attacked, and

then pull the discussion together in terms of the dual perspective in the

class:

The specific content for thiminit includes:

he in Human Behavior Courses 15



1. AnthropologicaSa nd socialefinitions of race.

-2. Statistics on popUlahon,:size and distribution of racial minorities in the

UnitedStates.
3. History of race and the development of racism in the United States In the

interest of time, only two groups are usually emphasized. These can be
selected based on student interest in placenset, the goal and geographic
1pcation of the ...school, the minority population in the area, and the
expertise of the instructor.
a. Asian Americans history of Chinese and Japanese in the United States,

, especially in California and the West, early immigration and reasons,

Chinese Exclusion Act, gentleman's agreement withJapan, and intern-

' Ment camps.
b. Blacksslave tradition and the subsequent -systematic exclusion from

societal institutions. Growth of discrimination and its social meaning to

both Blacks and whites. Major laws and court decisions in regard to

Blacks-and the effect on Blacks;
c. American Indians. 1,

d. Chicanos.
e. Puerto Ricans. -

.4: Effect of race ort human development. Review of research based on racial
attitudes toward the self from earlier studies of the Clarks co the 1970s.6

Cases and examples of the affect of'race on human develapment using
appropriate stages of the. human, develbpitental model. Current racial
Rventi are used to stress the reality factors,_tg. busing, racial incidents in

neighborhood housing, etc:

Unit III-1-Poverty o
The objective of this unit is to build on the first two by adding information oil

poverty to the human life cycle model, and superimposing the effects of-race

upon those of poverty. The, teaching methodologies used are (1) assigned

theoretical and other readings, (2)-serni -lectikre 4nd discussion, and (3) a tape of

an AFDC mother discussing Her daily life,
Thespecific content for this unit includes:.

1. Definition of poverty. absolute, relative, problems of measuring poverty

2. Extent of poverty in the lin ited6tates. _

Brief review of historical assumptions about the poor front the pre -
Elizabethan era to the present. poor law philOSophy, Protestant ethic,
doctrine of lesser eligibility, fallacy of the culture of poverty -

.4. Social costs of poverty in terms of hUman'interaction and development;
possible functions of poverty in our society!

5. Strategies to relieve poverty.ehilitren's allowances, negath;e income tax,
social security programs, and public assistance. t:

Unit IVThe Development of Self and Race and Poverty

The objective of this unit is to present and discuss various theories and
dynamics of hovf.to develop the self and then tobuild on the prdvidis units to'
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examine the possible effec of raccand poverty on the development of self. The
.teaching methodologies ued are (1) assigned theoretical readings ass
chScussion, and (2) admuitration and discussion of an exercise on Black, male,
delinquent youth gang v-4ues. Each clah inember is _asked to rank certain
images in the order.diat heir she wOuldpredict a Black_ , male, delinquent youth
gang member might. Prelliuus work on Duke in The Cool:World can be
discussed,Theclass is then:asked to rate the same images as they value them.

The instructor analyzes #iese and in the next session presents the results of
the class evaluations as La* red -with the key fur, the Chicago gang members
(the test was administered t them ona Black-to-Black, one-to-one, peer-to-peer
basis). Discussion centers akund the dual perspective in regard to cla4 under-
standing of the values of,g ng youth, and awareness of the similarities and
differences between the anki andthe gang rankings. Most students are
stattled to discover how dose thei flues are to the gang's expressed values.

The specific content tor urii dudes:

1. Survey Of self- image- literature in regard' to racial groups, loc usin& es-
pecially, on that of 51acle4 (from tiie Clark stiiidyito Taylor's analysis in the
Americanloutrial of 0#1:45ychiatryg) ,with an emphasis that esteem is not
totally dependent on the larger sociefi, but is influenced by the nurturing
society or that ofthe immediate generalized other. '

2. Dynamics of the development. of serf within thedUal perspective, using-
whatever theorists the instructor pilefers..Mek and Erikson .are Used.

'predominately in, his particular course.
3. Dynamics of the development of self as affected by race and poverty.

Unity Social Group Environment and Race and Poverty

TheObiectives of this unit are tO understand the imParjance of the influence of
the social.group. env ironment on the individual and to examine the effects of
race and poverty on the social grOup env ironment and thesubsequent,effect on
the future of the individual. _ _

The teaching methodologies' used are (1) assigned theoretical readings and
class discussion and (2) roltrrgaOng with one'sown color reversed. The
minority. stud(nts plkiy themjute role, and thew hirebtlideA play the minority
role. The players discuss with the class their motivations for doing what they
did, as well as whytthey decided not to behave in certain ways. The class
members describe 'the r observations- .and feelings as they observed and
questioned the pl ers he duatperspectivekan be pointed out in the differing I
interpretations of e same behaver and the slirhe AN ord.s. The instructor sets,

thscene for e role playing with as muc. tail akilneeded to bring out differing
attitudes and values t t will illustrate the dual Orspective. Tightly structured
scenes seem to help e players feel more comfortable, and be more creative.
.1 Fxamples of situa ions for role playing are:

1, A white and minority student (specify which Minority) are sitting next to
each other in ti social work class waiting for the first session to beginand
are trying to get, acquainted'. Remember that the white student is playing

Using the Dual Perspective in- tium.lit Behavior Courses 17
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; the nunonty student and the minority stude,playing White student
After the role playiqg (these should be kepilhOrt 5 e8 minutesin
order to permit full analysis), the players may be ashes topics came to

mulct that they avoided and why, as well as their responses to each other
The class is asked to react and to compare the observed behaviorwith their
own feelings and what they think their behavior might have been The

discussion is constantly related to the dual perspective. -

2. A white and minority parent are discusgingbusing. Both live in a 'suburban
community and their children will be bussed into the city. The instructor
can assign sex and age of the respective children for perspective. Pos!
sibillues for interpretation of the dual perspective are almost endless in the
discuision that follows the role playing. .

The specific-Content for thistunit includes:

1. The importance of tkle nurturing system (the immediate group environ-
ment) on the individual's development and personality.

2. Kurt LevAn's "gmupzbelonging" theories!'
3. Comparison of Lewin's "marginal_ man" concept to the 'dual perspective

systems model where one world is embedded in the other and the
, individual is a partof both worlds!'
4. The soclalgroup environment related to race and poverty.
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4. Incorporating Content on

Minority Groups into

Social WorkPractice Courses

The Dual Perspective

The development of competence in the prac tice of social work is a primary
curriculum objective with thck major' goal to "understand the re- lAtion of
knowledge, value, add skill to each other and their utilization in the appraisal of

problems or situations for social Work intervention and in the provision of
professional service."' Tbe goal 'Then for social work education is training for
effective intervention at some level in our pluralistic society This goal can be

met bjieducating.sckial workers ,to meet the diverse needs of their total client

population
The idea 9f the-dual perspective can be used to develop the active awareneSs

and -understanding of the uniqueness as well as the similarities of the life
situation of the clients or group with whom the student is working. Simul-

, taneously it can belised to foster awareness of the student's own values and
reactions to the life situations and behavior of the dient group. When added to
objective knowledge of,the dominant societal structure, these perspectives can

be evaluated and a course of actio n decided upon an otr7--jcut

To recapitulate briefly, development of the dual perspective for practice

requires first a mind-set of consciously reversing thought. One is alWays
-looking for points of conflict or congruence with tie dominant society. The

process requires knowledge of the dominant society and awareness one s

own values and attitudes, Thys the second requirement of the'clual rspective

is specific, objective, documented know ledge to guide the activities of the mind -
set.-The knowledge must be valid or the social worker Will be in danger Of

stereotyping despite the attempt to use thedual perspective.

The Practiciim

An integrative approach should be used in teaching social work practice,
through which knowledge and awareness of minority contentacquired in other

areas of ,the curriculum can be used in formidating intervention. The task is
immense because of the difficult linkage between knowledge and action The
practicumlong accepted as a major part of the- social work curriculum_

9
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serves as the major link. between the field and the classroom. The qvo should

build upon and feed each other. Gibson called this thespiral system" in which
( knowledge flows back and forth between the field and the classroom 2 Thelife

*styles, culture,behavior, and values of the community as observed in the field

can be discussed and compared to what is taught in the classroom. The constant
flow and resulting modification of this knowledge as it is evaluated 'should

'develop a valid body of knowledge upon which to build assessment and
consequent intervention. Knowledge and understanding from both' systems

can become modified and influenced by thth,at&r, creating fuller understanding

and more effective action.
Use of unit Meetings when a group of students has a common pia-cement in a

minority community is one method of continuing the spiral between classroom
qndfield. A variety of teChniquescan be used in these units, such as comparing

formal knowledge agaihst experiences in the community, using the dual
perspective to comps, specific befiavjor in the community against the
student's awn behavior in such circumstances, making asystematic study of the

institutions of the cornmubitx.and theroles they play in the Community's life,

and having people in to talkabout various aspects of the community from their,

particular perspective; The.latter: is 'particularly important.' tuderits should 6

hear yaryingpoints of viewitorli the same minority group in order to trate-

the fact that no one group is monolithic in till:*40f ot behavior_ .

The impact of the minority system on the StUdent is a good focus at teaching

the dual perspective, especially in supervision._ A pal,tof the students'
orientation process in a minority community, should include exploration of -

. their fears, - concern for their safety, and their need for acceptance in the
community as well as any hostile feelings in regard to the minority community
The motivations of non-minority students who ag,gresgively seek out practice'

with minority. groups should be explored. If they aide _Meeting some personal
need-of their own, they should be aware of it: Minority students should haVethe

.experience -of-working with a group, person, or community of a diffeient
minority:than the.5nselves. This is particularly `helpful in developing the dual

perspective, sin& they may become aware of the stereotypes they hold of other

minority groups despite being.a member of a minority group thernselVes Ned-
whitestudents also shouldhave some whiteclients.

As the students become involved with the minority community and begin to

identify with it, they usually experience situations in which they become aware

of social work's low status on the totMkple ofauthority. Students experiencing

this impotence can easily learn the "sense`- of powerlessness of many ininority'' .

groups: use of the dual perspective is particularly helpful in accomplishing this

Yet the Students cannot be permitted to be content with understanding the-
feeling of powerlessness and accepting it. They also should examine the limits

and possibilities of their role and authority in asystematic way With a thorough

knowledge of agency or,,,mstitutional policy and procedure they may find ways

to expand their authority.
Before we leave the -use of the duar perspective in developing student

awareness,' we should discuss the different orientations of the students
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themselves. Minority students. are likely to have a very different perspective

front nonnnority students. For example, Black students may perceive them-'

,selves as being recel)ettt by the faculty, agency, and cOmpunity differerlly fram

- the recepnon_wrded to white studentsWhich maybe the case. They may feel

- that, risks are iiigfierforthem if they -critics than for white 4*Stiitients.'

Instructors have to be aware of this_.possible difference in orientation andite

prepared to heiRthe student eyaluate these realistically and deterniine a course

of action. If the student in direct treatment, the is of transference and

countertransference .could be helpful in illustrating the. I.,,,rspective.,

Minority students also need to-be helped when their energy becomesdiverted
because of anger in response to racism. Is their energy spent "Don Quixote-like'-

tilting at insurmountable odds to the detriment of their work? Or can their

energies be channeled into realistic and effective action that Imight hold some

hope for change without "cooling thestudent out?".

Communication in Piactice

It is not.within the scope, of this chapter to teach communication theory, even

though most social torkerS recognize its importance. But it should be noted

that knowledge and,understandingcafe only come about through somemanner

. of communication, and this becomes .0 major priority in iworking with minority

populations because there isa great risk of its not being present..it is immediately

obvious that language itself can be a communication barrier in working with,

some minority groups, and practice with these groups requires bilingual soCul

Workers .- -

It is not immediately obvious, however, that linguistically trained interpreters ,

and social workers cannot always understand the underlying meanings of the

nurturing culture. Gibson has suggested that in some Latino communities a
barrio language exists that is neither totally Spanish nor English.3 One must

have knowledge of the culture of the barrio if one is to understand the nuances

of some of the words. This situation is not always, limited to a recognizable

language difference. The Baratzs, who arecultural linguists, have written on the

"ghetto' specific language of some Blacks as opposed to standard English."4

Although many of the words appear to be the same, some meanings are
different and a slight change in the form of a word can change its meaning.
"Signifying" or telegiaphing feelings through words and gestures is an old

Black custom that can enhance communication or confuse it depending on the

person who is on the receiving end. Although the social worker'may not tie able

- to understand totally whatis meant, An an awareness that something is going

on that is not understood is movement in the right direction."Social workers

often have to connate their work knowing that there is a gap in their knowledge

or that something has happened that they did not comprehend. Commtinica-'

tionl.s fostered by a knowledge of the range of life styles or circumstances of the

group they hit working with.*
Me

Social Work has tended to rely on verbal skills not only to share feelings/but
becagsaonceptualizations for assessment and problem solving lend

only

fi

. 4
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selves to verbal and written definitions. Students need to learn a variety of ways

_
of...communicating with fnInority community members other than formal
interviewing. These can ?nly be gained from "knowing" the community in as

i a
complete a sense as

well as the classroom.
ble. This knowledge of custom and practiCe is gained

"through thecommun . .

The burden for communicating when there is a language difference should'
not rest with the client. The worker is res sible for obtaining a suitable
interpreter, and bilingtial children of the family a not suitable interpreters
This has nothing to do with their intellectual \abilities, but revolves around
respect for the adult client; the place of, children in the family culturally and
emotionally, and general respect for the family interaction. rai'ental confiden-
tiality may be violated if a child serves as interpreter, and certain topics that may
have important nuances of understanding May be lost.,

A last -Word. of caution,,is necessary in regard to communication and
interpreters.The w_or._.should relate to the client, and not to the translator No
matter how -siirrifil the worker finds the interpreter, the interaction should

_a,
always bewith the client. Nothing can be more destructive to clients thanwhen
they arernade to feel like objects, talked about and through.

,

Flexibility of Practice

Social work can be desclibed as a multimethod practice based on bOrrowing
from many disciplines. Teaching flexibility in the selection and use of tech-
niques and skills is highly important to students working with minority groups
We have arready stressed the importance of teaching many theories of human
behavior and practice models. Studentsmust learn how to make critical choices
in the Use of anytheory or model. the dualperspective can helphem in making
these critical choices by forcing them to devote their attention to a particular
situation and to themselves in an experiential way that tends to lessen any
tendency to follow; favorite trends. They are then chore apt to have a clearer

assessment of where the major stress lies and use the required intervening
techniques. For example, a preference toward brief or short-term treatment may
be antagonistic to the needs ,of some minority clients whose situational
conditions are nonsupportive and whose problems will' be chronic until
structural conditions are changed. Some models limit the flexibility* needed,

such as the medical model, which often stresses the individual as-the target for
change. frhe dual perspective can lead to a process of assessment that
systematically includes examination of the dominant environmental and
institutional factorsas well as any factors associated with client stress that are
within the nurturing environment. This can lead to larger systems as targels for

change..
Much of the literature in social work education in regard to wrork with-

minorities stresses the importance of ilk advocacy and change-agent roles for

, the social worker. Advocacy has.been defined as the conscientious use of self to

assist clients -to identify alternate strategies for change. It is related to another

conelell"eiat comes from the literature on Minorities, that of empowerment,This
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is the concept of helping clients to do for theint.elves. Adv and empower-

ment are much closer in definition than It would seem at rst glance, since
advocacy involves a professional speaking for a client, group,. orcommunity and-

empowerment means that they speak for theniselves with professional support

"Empowerment," "liberation," and "consumerism" (clients have a right to=

determine what the services will ba.as terms are relatively new to the social

work arena,cand older practitioners will ask how they differ from the concept of

self-determination and other social work values. This source book cannot'
engage in that discussion except to say that many minority practitioners and
educitors prefer these words and are able to teach effectively using them. They

convey a certain iutortomy and dfnity thatmust be taken into consideration by
the larger society, since they have meaning to thoSe using them. Although
similar, many of the concepts appear to have a slightly different thrust when

defined from a minority perspective. If the process of the dual perspective in

evaluating from both the nurturing environment and the dominant environ-
merit is followed, one Will gain a clearer awareness of these concepts from the

point of view of both systems. Assessment and choice of techniques for
intervention will be based on a comprehensive understanding. Dkn tie
empowerment model that seems to be supported in the literature on minorities

should .not be selected without full and accurate assessment of the total
situatiOnAising the dual perspective. t

Example of Method CourseMaterial:

The course matertal presented next is intended as an example of how content

on minorities can be included in a practice course. The objectives are clearly

stated and creative experiential techniques are described. Brown's selection of

material is in keeping- with our earlier statement that no school can adequately

include content on allmihonty groups. Each school will have to decide which

groups it will focus upon, based o .is mission, its geographic location, and the

.minority composi tion of its stude body and faculty.

Minority CQntent in the

First-Year Practice Course

BY EDWIN GARTH BROWN

Course Description

This course is intended to provide students with a theoretical frame of reference

for combining casework, groupwork, and community organization methods

into a solution-seeking approach, to practice. The problem-solving process is

Incorporating Content on Minority Groups into Practice Courses 23
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-shown to be common to fill practice methodi'. A generalist assessment is used to
determine the appropriate levels'of intervention concentration. Specific models
or approaches to practice are used td plan practice interventions, and practice is
examined across the beginning, middfe, and termination .pliases. Examples
from the practicum are drawn upon to illustrate the application of theory. A
communications laboratory is usedto teach specific skills in the facilitatiVe
characteristics of conveyed empathy, positive regard, and authenticity. Special
units of instruction are incluaed for adapting practice to work with ethnic
rrun,onty poplations and to enhance worker selfaWareness ' is -a -vis ethnic
minorities. Relationship theory is also presented. 3

This course is a basic methods course that pro6dekstudents with a rationale
for practice and assists them in the development of skills. It supports and-makes
cognitive the learning that takes plaie in the practicum and attempts to address
the need for'a holistic v new of the problems people experience in order to bring
the appropriate methods to bear on the solutions.,It assists students inselecting
a method concentration in which to speCiali?..e iin their second rear of training.
The units on ethnic minority content are intended to provide experiential
learning that will lead to increased seleawareness, the application of ethnic
minority content, and the adaptation of practice principles to the delivery of
services to different populations.

Ratio.nale for Inclusion of Units on Minority Content

A systematic review of the cur riculdtor the .first-y ear practice methods courses
at the University of Utah Graduate Schciol of Social irk revealed that only
sporadic and tangential use was made of ethnic minority content. Thus it was
decided that minority content needed to be related to the major objectives and
concepts of a course. Several such concepts and objectives were specified and
illustrative teaching outlines weredraw-n up. These materials,were developed
for use in the social work practice Sequence of the first year of the master's
program. It was apparent that minority content was presentinthe curriculum,
but its use was limited-and its relationship to social work practice was not
always clear. This state of affairs was due perhaps to the lack of clearly defined

, educational objectives related to minority subject matter. Once objectives are
explicated, the prOcess of curriculunidevelopment naturally leads to deciding
what content and learning experiences requ ired to attain them. ,

This systemati.c process did not Teem to have taken place with regard to
minority content. We decided to rectify this situation as it pertained to teaching
minority content for the social work practice, course (combined methods) Chid
practicum (fieldwoik). We attempted to du this byidentifying;specific student
behavioral objectives related to social work practice and minorjty issues. Next,
we selected the cohtent and Igraine experiences needed to help the students
acquire thesebehaViors.

Note that only units on .ethnic minority ,content are presenta here. They are
sequenced throughout the course during the year, and become a part of the
major concepts and - practice principles of the methods course.

4
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Specific Teaching Units of Minority Content

individualization
.

The process of individualization is germane to social work practice The steps of
btudy,thagnosib, and treatment (assessment, interntion planning, and imple:
mentation) are based on this notion. Also, the social work value pf the dignity

wand worth of individuals. is made. operational through efforts to individualize
situation. Depersonalization and anonymity are conditions of life

on people by urban living, by increased transiency and mobility; and

- by the complex organizational structures used to deliver services. The profes-
sions with their orientation to helping the_ individual, are called upon to
mitigate suchnegativdorcesw

Understanding the individual situation. is a necessary point of departure in
-begii,ning where the client is.; Positive working relationsliips are predicated
on the capacity of the social worker to "tune in". on the client. Relationship
theory postulates personalized, cooperative associations arhong persons en-
gaged in joint problem solving. Very often the issue for tesolution in practice is

the mediation of individualand collective wants and needs. This dynamic is a

. universal of life that can be solved only on an issue-by-issue basis for specific
situations.

The minority position is one example of individual needs being affected by

the will of the majority. _The procesS of individualization needs to be applied
consistently to ethnic minorities as a whole, as well as individually. Indeed the
process of individualization may not be possible for ethniC minority persons if
they are removed from the group. Prejudice is fostered through ignorance and
generalizations that dehumanize a people or group.` To know about people in
detail and in their commonality with one's self, and to know them as persons
are ways to overcome prejudice' The concept of the dual perspective discussed
earlierexplicates this contention.

Th4 learning objectives of this unit are. (1) to enable students to illustrate how

knowledge and understanding of specific ethnic minority groups enhance the
process of individualization in serial work practice, and (21 to enableStudents to

ngage in seeking common objectives with epersons from ethnic minority
groups.

The learning experientes of this unit involve the following:

.-
1. Show students pictures of persons, including individuals of ethnic

minority origin, and have them write their impressigns of each. Then read

- e diabigue individualizing each 'person shown. Have students write their
, second impressions, and discuss the -answers in terms of changes,

additions, alterations, andlerceptions. Discuss how increased individual-
ization affected their answers. Relate this to Allport.7 .

2. Invee ethnic. minority individuals of equal or higher socioeconomic status
to speak on a topic of common interest (not racial subjects). (if such persons

are not available, subs1 ute the writings of ethnic minority leaders on a

J
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topic of common concern. Have the pictures of the authors displayed and

discuss the ideas presented.
3. Role play a scene from the life ota person from an ethnic minority. For

example: an immigrant (Chicano) who is spending his first day trying to

get work, or on the job. Or p+Srtray a Black person whoiklies46 obtain a

room in a motel irrthe factOf the desk clerk's refusal when both know that

rooms are available. Examine the feelings experienced.

Engage the class, in assessing an ethnic minority client) problem, using

their existing knowledge about the minority group. Discuss the results.

_ Have the class research the culture of the client and thenyeassess the game

material. Discuss the changes in their assessment. A guest froth the culture

of the client may be invited to elaborate further on the accuracy of the

understanding andipplication of thecultural materials. --

5. Discuss the topic of assessment (diagnosis)'as an essential eomponent in

social work problem solving. Emphasize that each assessment is a form of

individualization. Discuss the various frames of reference that are used for

making an assessment, how they guide perceptions, and how they
influence the selection of data gatheied, thinking, and conclusions.

Discuss various models for assessment, noting additioni, adaptakions, etc:

that must be made when being applied to a minority situation.

The content lts comprised of culture and ethnic culture, prejudice per se,

assessment, and individualization. '--

Differences

How one responds to thOse who are different or who are perceived to be

different from oneself is important information for social work students and

practitioners. One's understanding of differences and one's comfort with them

affects the professional use of self. Genuineness, warmdi, and communicated

empathy are essential components of growth-producing relationships.8 Ac-

knowledging and accepting differences of ethnic minority persons and their

circumstances can enhance the practitioner's relationship capacities in work

with niinority persons andgroups. Again, the dual perspective:can be utilized

to elaborate this concept and to demonstrate the dynamics experienced because

of inability to toleratedifferences.
The learning objectives of this unit are:

1. To enableistudents todistinguish their own value system.

To enable students to become conscious of how their value system

influences theirthinking, decision making, and actions paiticular_

si hiations,ssOecially with ethnic minorities.

3. To enable students to make conscious use of self-information about

differences they encounterin others and their circumstances.

The learning experiences of this unit involve the following:
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1.. Studenis will be tau it communication ;kills dealing with self-awareness.
Specifically, they will be taught to tune in on the following sources of self-
information, their senses, their thoughts, their feelings, and their actions
or expreesions. This will be done in a laboratory format.

2: The sources of self-information will be used by students to respond to a
senes of slides presenting people and circumstances that are both similar
to and difftient from them. 15iscussion will focus on positive and negative
reactions and how_these would influence their association anotwork,with
thepersons portrayed.

3. The.sources of self-information will then be used to analyze student"
contacts_ with persons in their practicum assignments. Sharing expert
ences will take place, accompanied by dischssion intended to develop
connections between self-awareness and practice principles, especially
those concerned with relationship and the professional use of self.

.4. The sources of self-information will then be used-to identify personal.
valuts of students. The following format will be used:

Engage groups in developing a working definition of value (their own,
thegroup's).

b. Have group members identify "concepts of the desirable" that they
consider most important in relation to the family. Have each member
list five basic family values. DisCuss 'differences and similarities and
their implications for work with families:

c. Read a vignette or story to the,group in which a person makes choices
and the consequences are apparent. (Use both ethnic niinority and
nonmmonty examples.) Identify and discuss major values that are
affected by the decisions made in the story. (1) How important are the
values kdentified to the person in the story? (2) What values conflict
with one another? (3) How do the various alternatives for action affect
the persods values? (4) What possible outcomes could result from each
action and how certain are these outcomes? (5) How do short-term
benefits'compare with Long -term benefits? From this exercise, help the
group develop a list of important factors that must be considered in
examining relationships among values, actions, and outcomes. (This
list defines, operationally, w hat it means to be aware of one's values.)

d. Have group members write a decision-making situation frogt their own
life. Have them recapture the moment and tune in on important self-
information by analyzing the event using the five sources of self-
information and then writing their answers. Then have them list the
vanous alternatives to thesituation with their associated consequences.
Ask students to review all they have written and extrapolate the values'
inherent,, in the situation and the alternative solutions. Share and

discuss with the wholegroup.

The Concept of Power in Social Work

Power is a concept that is applicable to social work practice. It is particularly
useful in assessing the prospects for planned ,change (whether individual or
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collective) and-in designing plans foraction. The sanctions associated with an

agency relate to this dimtnsion. interpersonal conflict is often understood and

resolved across the power ents involved. Even individuals strive to exert a

force or effect on the' surroundings through the push toward "effectance"

another expression of power. Social work is constantly concerned with the

effects of power; whether it le" its impact on people or whether it ,be with

helping to increase the oRportunities. and the capacity of individuals for self-

determination. Power is a concern of ethnic minority people, since many.of

their problems are associated with their powerless-position. The -minority

situation therefore provides an important vantage poiht for the study of power

as it relates to sociaiwork practice. The idea of the sustaining system and its

relationship to the-nurturing system of givn 'pbpulations'giVes added dimen-

sion to this unii.
Theiearning objectives of this unit are:

1. To enable students to assess-the power forges involved in specific practice

situations in their Racticum. .
2. To martestudent's aware of the effects of power and of powerlessness on

people and on their problem-solving capabil ities.

-3. To make students aware of and use the legal mechanisms of our society for

checking power abuses and for giving people access to power that affects

them personally.
,

The leamingexperiences of this unit involve the following:

-1. Have students studylhe book Black Power, and identify the keyconcepts.r

Use these coricepts'-as the frame of reference to anal* ease materials from

social work practice. Look for the pow .er concerns and issues germane to

the case. DISCigS the effectiveness and relevancy of the interventions

attempted goals and actions taken) from a power - powerless viewpoint.

Engage studen is in thegarne,Sinisoc." Discuss the interactions and results'

-of the,game in terms of the conflicts generatedand the power:powerteA-

ness situations that evolved ancr relate,these experiences to the minority

position. Build on these impressionistic experienCes by having the stu-

dents study either Silberman s Crisis in !Rack and White or Brown's Bury

My Heart at Wounded Knee.' Have them write a piper that elaborates on

the SimsQc game and their experiential learnings by drawing upon the

specified reading. The major theme of the piper should deal with

environmental forces, opportunity,and power.

3. Analyze and discuss practice examples (including minority situations)

using the force field model to identify the power forces involved. Have

students develop strategies for shifting, overcoming, or aligning with the

power forces in theinterest of identified objectives.

4. liavits-tacterrts dad .Abe Fortas's Concernihg Dissent and Civil Disobe-

dience." Discuss the guaranteed -rights of dissent. Use this krtowledge to

analyze examples of dissent from newspaper articlesand praCtice. The use
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of examples from past struggles (women's sufferage, the labor movement,
etc.) could be introduced along with ethnic minority examples of today to
show the application of the right to dissent for all citizens.

5. Have student& study the sanctions and charges given to their fieldwork
agency'. Discuss these in terms of the consumgrs of services with special
fticus on power responsibilities of practitioners to the agency and change.
Examine their decision-making alternaitives and their ties with the social
work pxofession. Infroduce the conceptof organizational change.

--
Practicum Workshops To Prepare Students for
W,orkwIth Ethnic Minorities:1-C,

Students encounter sizeable numbers of people from ethnic minoritgroups in
their practicum. In some agencies they may work almost entirely with
minorities and in minority communities. Preparation, for entry into these_
specialized settings would be helpful to students personally and should
increase their effectiveness in the delivery of social services.

The learning objective in this
and

is to have students acquire self- aware ness
concerning. their attitudes toward specific ethnic minorities and author-
itarianism. ,

The learning expetlenceS of this unit involve the following.

1. Preasses,s student attitudes toward ethnic minorities and authoritarian-
ism. uk the results in planning additional workshop objectives and
content: Postmeasure student attitudes toward ethnic., minorities and
authoritarianism to determine changes. Use the results to assist in the
placement of studen6in the-practicumand for following their progress.

2. Have the students read and study the writings of ethnic minority leaders
on the subjVof_ their oppression and the role of the dominant society
regarding this oppression. Read selected statements to the _workshop
group, having them react to each statement by tuning in to the.sourtes of.
self information (senses, thought), feelings,Antentions, and expressions).
Have them write their aiiswers on -a note pad for a group-sharing and
discussion'' session that will follow immediately. Discuss their reactions
and answers in the context of social work practice articles orkthe subject of
relationship, communication, and work with ethnic minority persons.

3. Use yideotapes, recordings, or in -person confrontations by ethnic minor-
ity personS questioning the motivations and intentions of the students in
working with them,Have students wrile their ,answers and then share and
discuss them. Repeat the confrontations and have the students respond
orally. The oral responses may be videotaped or audiotaped for feedback
_anddiscussion.

4. Have students listen-tci.tape,ret...ordings and v ideiitapes of persons from
ethnic minorities w wyofn they w ill be working. Have them write what*
they heard. Discuss thetanswers and correct the misinterpretations, then
replay.. Repeat the above mint a satisfactory _accuracy level is achieved.
'During' the discus,sion, note pronunciations, rates of speech, colloquial-
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isms, etc, The recordings should include a variety of persons, e:, young,

old, female, male, limited education, excited, calm.

-5. -Have students read about the culture of the ethnic,zpersonse they will

counter in the practicum. Films also may be used. Discuss as-agroup
with an emphasis directed to new information gainedstereitypes that
were altered, feelings experienced, and implications for work and associa-

tionti with that Airiority group. Consult a person'from that minority in

'chbolJing the selections to be read. - .
o

6. Conduct a field trip in .the community. Engage students in the daily

routines and experiences. Prepare them for this by icleritifyiog specific

things to .observe and do. Have a discussion with -memBers of the,

.community prese' nt to correct and elaborate upon the perciptions and

experiences of the students.

The lemming experiences in this course force tbestudents to lookconsciously

for poi its of conflict or congruence with the specific minority group and the

larger society. This can lead to the more valid assessmetit and intervention that

the dual perspective seeks. ' A
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5 The Dual l'erspecti and

Social Welfare Policy Courses

The Council on Social Work Education's curriculum statement emphasizes that
social welfare policy and service courses be taught with thegoal of havingthe
student.understand the rereVa-nt 4sstfes arid services in social welfare, develop an

ability to evaluate these issues and services, and be prepared professionally to
participate in efforts toward change rittere appropriate "Opportunity should
be provided all students to acquire knowledge of.the general policies, condi-
tions, legislative bases, institutions, programs, and broad range of services'
relevant to social welfare in contemporary society; The major aims of study
pertinent to social welfare policy and servicesaye to prepare professionals to act

as informed and competent practitioners in p`roviding services, and as partici-
pants ar leaders in efforts to achieve desirable change's The dual perspective is
particularly needed if these goals are fo be realized in regard to minorities
Knowledge of general welfare policies, social conditions, legislative actions, and

social programs is usually taught with regard to the dominant society- in-

corporation of the duak-perspective woirld broaden the scope of the courses sb
that they would deal with the same information in terms of minority groups as

well.
Social policies do not affect all groups equally in terms of services or degree of

impact. In analyzing policy that must be applied'to a diverse society, the analyst

must be aware of this inequality. Certain patterns in the deployment of
resources, as well as certain legislative and administrative decisions, place
heavier burdens on minorities than on the general population For example, the

decision to tolerate a 5 percent unemployment rate nalionalty has meant that

young, urban, Black males frequently have an unemployment rate of Over 30

percent. Without knowledge of the specific manpower patterns,ana policies in
the area, the Charactensfics of the minority group, andother factors that can be
compared with the dominant society, there is a strong pOssibility that the extent

of the disadvantage to the minority groups will notbe recogniied_ The social,
K worker cannot be expected to participate in efforts toward changing those

barners'that foster inequality and place heavier burdens on minority groups

without this perception of thesituratidn..4;1

The components- of tile dual perspective shoulcTlie P lead workeiS to a
recognition of the institutional disadvantages directed toward individutls
because they belong to a certain group. Often these barriers are not easily

isolated unless the reversible Ind set of the dual perspective pushes social
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workers to switch constantly betWBen the clients' attitudes -and values, their

own attitudes arid .values, and those of the dominant society, andevaluate all-of

them against their knowledgeof the minority group in question, It is onty then

that some of the restrictive institutional fUnctioning against minorities will

beCome apparent..
Language and ins relationship to.minority groups illustrates- this process. We

have already mentioned Cafferty's study on the need for bilingualism among

Puerto Ricans because of their p&-iodic return migration to their hbme island.

Thos their language needs in regard to a Second langue may be differentfrom

Other immigrant groups, in which the second generation has a great desire to

assimilate. Lafferty concluded that 'a 'monolingual education is not adequate for`

Puerto Rican children in American schools and that bilingual programs must

be part of their normal education. She reached this conclusion thniugh specific

knowledge of the ties and patterns of the nurturing society of the Puerto Ricans

on the mainland. Knowledge of the dominant societal thrust toward mono-

lingualism compared with this informatiOn would fdrce the Social worker to a

Conclusion that takes the duality into account.2

Another example of language, minorities, and social policy that is even less

obviousinvolves Blacks. Baratz discovered that the word "building" is used only

as a noun and not as a gerund in many Black, lower socioeconomic urban

communities. Thus small children Can understand the statement "This is a

building," since the word is used asa noun. However, they have trouble with the

st,atement"
sThe men are bbilding;' in which it is us_ as a gerund. One reading

test given to kindergarten children has a series of picturesone of which

depicts a group of men with hammers and saws, The children were asked,

"Which men are building?" Theyhati diffifulty answering and thus lost points

in the i ritellectual placementsweepstakes for first grade. This is nO trivial matter,

consideringour current practice of testing to determine allkinds of ace ents,

Which determine rewards and penalties. If thechildren had beenia,s ich

men ariinaking a building?" Baratz pointed out that they probably would have

been able to answer correctly.' If qutistionsofthis type occuroften in the testing

procedure, the educational -testing policy is not rneetifreihe n6ects of the

children it serves, and is also penalizing them by not' helping them. to

demonstrate their full potential.
Again we stress that practice of the dual perspective is not an easy task. The

kind of specialized linguistic knowledge learned am the work of Laffertyarid

Baratz is hard to come by. However; the-importance cannot be overstressed of

reading valid texts, studies, and novels, and visiting and participating in the

community of the groupwith which thesocial worker is involved.

w.

Social. Welfare Policy Courses and Minority Groups

-The preceding section's have attempted ID define 'sand illustrate the dual

perspective. This section will provide specific course content and perspectives

on various minority groups; Asian Americans, Blacks, Latinos, and American

Indians. Each of the courses has an introductory statement as well as course

,
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goals, giving perspectives that are clearly ethnocentric inori4er_to bloaden the
awareness of the reader. .Edch course has been. developed by a social work
educator who is a member of the minority group under discussion. In most
cases their perceptions are not idiosyncratic but represent the thinking bf others
in their group w home engaged in the practice and teaching of social work. Thus
even though the reader may not be in agreement with their ideas, their
perceptions must be taken into account and evaluated. The impoitant sub an-
five content is included, but the goal here is to have the source book show how
the dual perspective can be put into practice, by presenting to the reader thereader

, .
perspective of the instructor creating the course.

Each course covers a separate minority group. Thus none illustrates our
ultimate goal, which calls for incorporating minority content into the social
work curriculum, not specific courses. Francis' course. on Blacks does give a
chronOlogical,,issue-oriented outline into which information on other. groups
can be fitted. Depending upon which group is being studied, the chronology
may need to be.altered. However, the other courses are limited to a specific
minority. They serve the purpose of the dual perspective in that they provide
some information on minority educators thinking, pros id ow ledge on the
minority group, and hopefully contribute to the sensitivi and awareness of
the reader.

Roweyer, the ultimate purpose of the courses presented is to provide specific
knowledge and perspectives on the minority groups that can be incorporated
into already established courses. This does nut mean an artificial hour on social
policy for the Asian Americans. Rather, it means that the appropriate material_
on the relevant minority groups should be incorporated where it belongs in the
overall content and format of the reader's own courses. For example, if the
instructor is studying federal legislation affecting social wegare in regard to

. immigrants in the United States, he or she wpuld.certainly need to include the
Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and its effedt on Asian, Americans that Kenji
Mu rase describes in:his course.

Ramon Valle, in his course on a polycultural social policy curriculum from
the Latino perspectiye, stresses another use of the dual perspective in social
policy curriculum and practice. Frequently human service delivery systems are
imposed on clients and communities without knowledge of the informal self
help resources that already exist in the community. Such delivery systems can,
tend to break down indigenous coping mechanisms rather than supporting and
building upon them. The dual perspective asks social planners to incorporate
apPropriaternintirity paradigms in their programs- '-

points out the importance of historic!l tribal treaties from the A rican Indian
tieEddie Frank Browns, course on American Indians echoes a si 'liar theme. He

perspective in interactions with American society. He concludes \hat recogni- -;

-*non of this legal relationship should take precedence over moral obligation lit
the development of policy and programs for American Indians. Use of the dual'
perpective forces the policy maker to address the parallel historical and current
aspects of social welfare'systems in the ethnit frames'rames Of reference, such as the
Latino self-help system and the American Indian' tribal treaties. The dual
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perspective can be4 sed to revise social welfare policy curriculum to incorporate

these parallel soda fare systems into the conventional-curriculum
40

-.,Social Welfare Policy

and Services:' Asian AinericariS

BY KENJI MURASE

Introduction .

. With reference to Asian Americans, this source book is intended to correct
certain misconceptions and misleading assumptions that have been fostered by

the currentlashion in social workeducation to recognize the irnportanceof the
ethnic-cultural dimensions of American society. For example, along with the

___...perception of the heterogeneity of our society as between the white and
nonwhite populations, there has been a tendency to assume a homogeneity

among the vanous ethniccommunities that make up the nonwhite population

In directing attention to Asian-Americans, we are attqmpting to delineate a
significant ethnic minority population that hitherto has been largely negleded

or overlooked igconsidering the nonwhite sector of our society Indeed, as will

be shownpthe concept vi AsiaiiAmerican itself is in need of irther explication

in terms of its comPOnent populations. ' .

Further, this s'nurce book representslan acknowledgement 'that commitment

to the concept
to'

ethnic pluralism requireS that we look to, the minority

communities to define the Asian- American experience, the Black 'experience;

the Latino experience, and the American Indian/experience, each from their

own perspective. This means that for social -work edtication to be authentic and

applicable to the needs of minority communities, the conceptual definitions and
program implementation must involve the participation of the minority

communities concerned. means that we must look to Asian-American

communities for their definition of the Asian experience in America from their

own perspective, ior their articulation of the survival needs of their Cominu-

- nines, and for their perceptions of thb posture, strategy, and actions necessary

for their own liberation and enhancement. It is In this spirit that the materials

which follow are derived from the perspective and the definitions of Asian

Americans with respect to.their own prOblems, needs, resources, and aspira--

ObfeCtii:VS

The dual perspectivqr as outlined earlier in this book provides a useful
. conceptual framework for considering- the Asian situation in America the
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,Asian experience prove a cogent illustration of the thesis that the minority a

person is a part of twos stems ,that of the largei dominant society and that of
the immediate, indigenous family and comniunity. Thus the Asian American
perceives and experiences the Majority environment as a hostile environment
that does not tolerate cultural plurality or cultural parity, which defines
standards of nogmahty and categorizes cultural differences as deviancy of
abnormality, which imposes certain behavioral expectations on all peoplepie arc r
.penalizes those who do not meet them, and w hich, while holding out the value
and rewards of assirrulation.at the same time imposes insuperablelarriers tom

The dual perspectn/, w 6En applied to the history of Asians in America, can
provide a basis for a Aiwa and understanding the profound impact of
histoncal antecedents the current status and role of Asians in American
society. By illuminating the incongruence and points'of conflict between the
dominant .society's perception and treatment of Asians, and the Asian's
Struggles and contributions to the economic development of the West, the dual
perspective serves to sharpen, awareness of the historical sources of inequity for

minority groups. Through a study of the Asian experience, the student will also
recognize and comprehend_ the consequences of the dual system of relation-

.
ships. On the one hand, the hostile character of the dominant system is
operationalized through its institutions; including those 'that provide social
services. This institutionalized hostility mansted in the delivery of social
services that are essentially (1) remedial in character, that is, based on
assumptions that con*imers of services are deviant or pathological and must
thereforebe -rehabilitated- or made to conform to norms of behavior as defined
by dominant white, middle-cltss values, 12) residual in scope and therefore
insufficient in both quantity andiquality, and (3) intended to perform a 'social
control function aimed at the regulation of behavior,-as well as a socialization
function aillied at inducang behavior ih conformity to the white, middle-class
model. On the other hand, the dual perspective also should provide students
with an appreciation and understanding (Attie Asian Arherican responie to the
institutionalized hostility of the dominant society. As will be shown in the

4

followon material, Asian Americans have continued to preserve their own
indigenous support systems for mutual aid and comfort or have created their

- own alternatjvesystern ofbilingUal-bicultural social serviceS.
Interim of ,social work practice with Asian Americans, the student using the

dual perspective lea rris to identify possible sources of alienation, tensions, and
stresses, and can plan accordingly for more .effective intervention. When
operating front" he dual perspective, the social worker is not as likely. to lOcate

the source of dysfunction within the inditidual client as to look for the ex' isterice

of structural barriers that the. dominant System hag erected againSt the
incleNdual and other group:members. The social worker is thus armed with a
knowledge of both the values, aspirations, and fife style otthe minority group,
and the socioeconomic and political barriers erected by the clominarit society.
Motivated and,infugmed by awareness arid know ledge 'acquittitd through the
dual perspective, the social worker,'s strategy and fictions then can be djirfcted to
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the removal of those socioeconothic and political -barriers that create and

perpetuate conditionS of injusticeand inequity for minoiies.

OrganigatiOnofTeichingMaterials

The materials that follow,present The outlines fort five teaching units with a

specific focus upon Asian Americans. The unitsareclesigned to be incorporated

into existing courses in the areas of social welfare history, social welfare policy,

the organization and delivery -of social services, race relations, ethnicity or

ethnic minority communities, and seminars on social weliareissueg

. problems. The material's from one to as many as all five of the units may be

integrated into a given course. ft is recognized that with, the exception,of a few

schools which serve predominantly. Asian-American cominuffitres, there

would be insufficient eclucationalustification for a course to be devoted solely

to Asian-American concerns.
Each unit is planned to provide the substance for a two -hour class. Ideally the

five units should be taught in sequence, but each canbe taught independently of

the other units. .

The content for each of the units is derived from the history, experience, and

status of Asian Americans and their relationship to social welfare polity and

services. The materials draw upon both what has been writtenabout the Asian-

American situation and what has been experienced by ASians bu

necessarily chronic! . The difficulty is that sources of organized kilt°

about Asian A cans are relatively limited in scope and depth. Mo

much of this material is from non-Asian sources and reflects such littes and
monolithic generalizations as to be either useless or pernicious Therefore, non-

Asian sources lartgely havebeen Omitted. What remains is 4romparatively small
body of organized knowledge based on Asian sourcesthat has been selected for

its authenticity in characterizing Asian-American-realities and perspectives.

Each of the teaching units that follow will specify learning objectives, anct

present a brief summary of the content area. Two alio suggest a bibliography

and teaching matenals. The teaching units cover the following areaw. a demo-

graphic-profile of Asian Americans, Aiiansin American history, socioeconomic

role and status of Asian Americans, delivery of social services to Asian -

American, communities, and culturally relevant social services and social work

practice" n..t0' -American communities. .

Unit I: A Demographic Profile of Fagan Arriericans

'Objectives

phis introductoryunit provides basic demographicdata on Asian Americans_ It'

. delineirOtthe various subgrbupings of Asiancommunities and explicates their "

* differential, growth and expansion through varying rates of immigration.

Offierefices in geographic .11 . ribution and dispersal patterns are noted and-
enclaves oreoncentrations ,specifieASian populations are identified

a.
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Summary of Content

The term 'AsianAmerican" gene;ally include.othe,Chinese, Japanese; Korean4,
Thais,-and Vietnamese, as well as Pacific Island peoples such as Guamanians,
Hawaiians, Philippinos,` and Samoans. The 1970 United States census reported
that there were approximately 1.5 million Asian Americans, of whom there

were 591,000 Japanese, 435,000 Chinese, and 343,000 Philippinos. While no
count was made of Guamanians and Samoans, it is now estimated that there are
between forty,andfifty thousand. The significance of the 1970 census figures on

the three major Asian populations is that their total number of 1,369,000
represented a 56 perFent increase over the 1960 census figure, at a time when the
overall United States population increased by only 13 percent.'

Most of the increase in the Asian popufation is attributable to immigration,
particularly after the 1965 repeal of national quotas. During the five-year
penc44965-70, some 277,000 persons from Asia emigrated to 'the United
States. In the subsequent three-yea; period, 1970-73,=270,000 migrated from

Asia, and the rate of immigration has been increasing steadily. Philippinos now
constitute the largest ethnic group,emigrating to the United States, and if their
current rate is maintained, by 1980 they will becpme the largest Asian group,
replacing the Japanese.

In terms of the rate of Increase, however, Koreans,have shown the greatest
gain, Since 1965 the number of immiNnts has grown more than tenfold, from
2,165 in 1965 to 25m0 in 1974. The 1970 census figure of 70,000 has now
doubled, and in addition, another 87,000 migrated to the United States in the

'b

period 1970-74. If this rate of immigration is maintained, by 1980,there will be
more, than a quarter of a million Koreans and they would the become the
fourth largest Asian group, overtaking the Hawaiian population.

Well over one-third of the Asian population live in California 39 percent of_
the Chinese, 36 percent of the Japa nesenarld 40 percent of the Philippinos. If one
adds the personS of other Asian origin, there are at least 600,000 Asian
Americans living in-California. Mother 25 percent of the, three Major Asian
groups lives in Hawaii. About 81 percent of the Japanese and 74 percent of the
Philippinos live,in thee Western United States. Only the Chinese -have a large
proportion of their populationliving outside of the West -27 percent in the
Northeast,_with 20 percent in New York State.

In certain cities and metrupoliean areas, Asian Americans constitute a
substantial proportion .of the popUlation. For example, in Honolulu, Asian
Americans comprise 85 percent of thepopulation, in San Francisco they are
close to15 percent, in the.LoS. Angeles-tong Beach area they comprise nearly 4
percent, and in Boston,. they are 2 percent, As a group, Asian Americans make
up one of the most urban of any ethnic population, with 90 percent living in
urban areas. 'The patterning of the population distribution shows distinct
concentrations of certain Asian groups in major population areas for example,
Japanesenti Honolulu and the Los Angeles area, the Chinese in San Francisco,
New York, Boston, and Chicago, Philippinos in San Diego, San Francisco, and
.Norfolk, and Koreans in Los Angeles, Chicago, and tie Washington, D C area .2
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Unit II: Miacis in American History

Objectives

4

Having gained a _basic introduction in Unit I tp the origins, numbers, and
locations of Asian Americans, students now shduld be ready to place Asian

Americans within an historiCal Context. Unit II provides an histbrital

sion to the dual perspective. The materials illtistiate the point that in order to

comprehend the contemporary probl4ins of Asians in America, it is essential to

understand their historical dimensions sto bi.ing ail understanding of the past

to the effort to deal with problems of the psent._.
Social policy is concerned with social ends and the process of choosing

among alternatives. is central_to its del-elopment. How the hIstorical conjunc-

, bon of socioeconomic and political forces .intervene to influence the choice

among alternatives in policy development istlearly illustrated inlUnited States
-immigration policy with respect to Asians. Fdrther, to the exteht that public
policyhoices are based upon the prevailing current of values and beliefs and

on thebajance between reason and politicatcompromise, thitexample ofUnited

States immigration policy in regard to:Asians provides a cogent lesson

When teaching about racism as a central influence in shapingthe status and

role of ethnic minority groups in'American society, theAsianzexperience in

America serves as on illuminatingsasein point. The importance of Asians in

this context is that their migration to this country marked the,beginnings of

what maybe caned "modern" institutional racism in America. Asians repre-

sented neither an indigenouS people to be conquered, as in the caseofAmerican

Indians, nor a people_ forcibly = regtoved from Their homeland to build the
economic foundations of a racist saiety, asiri the case of Black Americans.-As
Asians could not IN Lustifia bly enslaved or put away on reservations (except for

the war-time internment of Japanese Americans) there developed a form of

segmented or partial institutionalized racisintrat influenced nearly all aspects

of the lives. of Asian immigrants and their descendants. The c uences of

this process for the Chinese and Japvese'were the su'rviva'l and anion of

the Asian ghetto Is the urban successor.ibtlfe plantations of Brick ricans

and the reservations of AmericanIndians. *

SuMmary of Content

Asian Americans emigrated to. the United States at different periods. The
Chinese Immigration began in the 1g50s4nd reached a peak in-the-1890s. The

Japanese "Started arriving in significant numbers in the 1880s and Contihued in

increasing .numbers until their, exclusion in_ 1924. Philippina tame in two

distinct waves, in the 1920s and after AA Large-scale emigration of Koreans

began in the early 1900s to Haviin, theri"subSided and revived in 1965. In each

- case exclusionary immigration la ts and other discriminatory legislation served.

. to prohibit or deter the flow.'
,

Although the arrival of Asian Americans in the United States_ occurred at

different times, the basic motivation for thei emigration appears to have been

common response to internal prpblems al unrest or repression, lacks
economic and educational vpportuniti
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population in their respeCtive home countries. For the most part the early Asian
_Armingrants were piing, single males froerural areas who were driven to seek

'their fortunes abroad. In many cases were lured by labor contractors,
steamship companies, and economic interests actively recruiting cheap labor to

work in the mines and fields of California andlhe plantations of Hawaii Pobr
and uneducated, they were easy prey to ey:pluitation by unscrupulous employ-

ers who offered only, menial work at the lowest wages, where there was little
likelibbod of their eking out more than a marginal existence.

Asian workers not only blailt the Western les of the first transcontinental
railroad but also most of the network of railroads in the Western statesand
:Canad.i. The development of rail tratispor'iation2W as crucial to the economic
growth and industrialization of the West and enabled the amassing of great
forturies by those vyho exploited Asian workers. Asians also performed a major
role in the development of 'agriculture, mining, lumbering, _fishing, and
numerous other industries in the-West. It has been estimated that Asian workers
may have constituted as much as 20 percent of the total labor force in the West in

the1880sand early 1900s..
. Despite their critical role in 'the development of the West,Asians were

subjected to some of the most humiliating, repressive, and vicious actsof racism

ever directed against any irtimigrant group in the history of America_ Among

these were. Foreign Miner's Tax collected almost excluSively from Chinese

miners (1850), anti-Chinese ordinances in San Francisco, such as proh ibition of

persons from walking bn the sidewalks while using poles to carry loads (1870),
and krequirement that Chinese prisOners in jail cut their hair to a uniform
length (1873), the exclusion ol Chinese immigrants and prohibition against
naturalization (1882), the massacre Of 28 Chinese and destructidn of China-
town in Rock Spfings, Wyoming (1885), the lynching oirsix Chinese in Idaho
(1888), mob violence which drove Chinese out or destroyed their communities
(Tacoma, 1855, Los Angeles, 18'71, Monterey, 1906)segregated schools for
Chinek children_ (1860) 4nd later the Japanese, prohibition against racial

intermarriage (1872), anti-alien land law prohibiting Asians from purchasing
land and limiting leases; to a short term (1911), and a varieky, of restrictions

upon entry into skilled Crafts and diversiofi into employment that was
noncompetitive with whiteworkers.7

Asa sequel to the earlier history of racist oppression ofthe Chinese Japanese,
and Philippines, more than 110,000 Japanese Americans were evacuated from
theWest Coast and detained in concentration camps in the period following the

outbreak of World War ii. This-example of the uprooting and imprisonment of
Japanese Americansinitiated by the generals, advised, ordered and super-
vised by the civilian heads of the War Department, authorizedby the President;

. implemented by the Congress, approved by the Supreme Court, and supported
by t14-people is without parallel in our history.
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Unit III: Socioeconomic Role and
Status of Asian Americans

Objkctives -

In Unit ll the historical dimensions of the dual perspective on Asian Americans

,was developed, Unit III seeks to delineate the consequences of the historical

experiences of A.;lan Americans in terms of their current sociotconomic role

and status in American society. This tiny defilies current problems and issues

that confront Asian-American communities in relation to income, employ-

ment, health, mental IlInsss, housing, youth, elderly, and new immigrants..

Summary of Content

The popular stereotype of Asan Americans is that they are intelligent, law -

abiding, quiet, loyal, hardworking, and model Americans. While primary

attention has been focused upon the plight of theBlacks, Latinos, and American -

Indians, Asihn Americans are considered in a special manner "minorities,

yes; but oppnsed, no." There is a widespread belief that AsianAmericans clo

not suffer the discnminatiorand disadvantages aSsociatectwith other minority

groups. The consequence is that in spite of recent efforts to promote civil rights

and equal opportunities for ethnic minorities, Asian Ameriearis largely have

been ignored by governmental agencies, educational institutions,. private-
corporations, and other sectors ofsociety.

The facts, however, are that Asian Americans are victims of the same social,

economic and political inequities that have victimized Blacks, Latinos, and

American Indians. For a substantial number of Asians in this country,
particularly among the elderly and immigrant populationse.ghetto existence-

and chronic conditions of poverty remain the only 'way of life. Asians in

America are therefore confrontecttodaywith very real questions of survival as
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reL;ted to such realities as below subsistence levels of income, high rates of

employment or underemployment, substandard housing inffrioitecIlication,
inadequate health and social service, problems.of drug abuse and delinquency

among youth, and the insicliouslitid demoralizing effects of prolonged states of-

alienationand powerlessness.
_

__One of the More prevalent myths is that Asian Americans- by virtue of hard

work, thrift and steady advancement,are comparatively better off than other
ethnic minority groups. However, in metropolitan areas where 90 percent of the

t Asians live, the Chinese male median .income in 1969 te.gr, $3,823 in Boston,

$4,352 in New York City).was among the lowest recorded for all groups The
Fhilippino male median income was lower than the white, Black and Spanish-

origin male .for all metropolitan areas except Chicago and New York Aged-
Japanise Americans constituted the group with the higliestp of below

poverty -level income in California and New York And Asroiar s a group
received the lowest overage public assistance income inthe United States 9

Racial discrimination against Asians is evident not so much in denial of
employrQent as art underemployment. This is seen in comparing the relatively -----

high educational attainment of Asians in relation' to their numbers in man-
agenal and supervisorial positions in industry and government Asians in the

professions 'Such ajmedicine, dentistry, pharmacy, nursing:law, education, and

- accounting, are subjected to state licensing or credentialling _requirements

which, because of lack of language skills, they areunable th meet.

The influx of ever-increasing numbers of A:siap immigrants into already
oveicruwded central city areas has compounded the problem of insufficient and
inadequate housing. For'example; in the Chinatown area of San Francisco, 26

percent of ,the housing, in contrast to 7 percent for the rest of the city, was

classified as overcrowded according to the1970 census reportw
Although tuberculosis is no longer a major public health problem in the

larger society, the fac:t of its persistence in Asian-American communities is a

grim, renuhder of the continuation of conditions historically associated' with

this disease. overcrowded living conditions, inadequate nutrition, long working

hours in sweat shops, .and stressful situations due to economic and social

pressures. In San Francisco, PliiiiPpinoo-liad. a TB rate four times that of the
general population, and the Chinese two times greater. As for mental illness, the

hospitalization rate among various ethnic groups in California shows that` the

Chinese is the highest of all groups (361 per_100,000 in 1964, compared to 213

for Caucasian and 296 for the Negro population). The suicide rate among the

Chinese in San _Francisco is considerably higher than the overall rate for the city,

which has the country's highest rate (30 per 100,000) or three times thenational

average.",
Although the general impression prev ils that Asian American children are

models of decorum and that their infrequ nt lapses of behavior are "taken care

Of by the Asian community itself, the facts again reveal that these notions are

myths. San Francisco police figures-for arrest and citation of Chinese juveniles

show an increase by six times during the last decade:- Moreover, there has been a

steady rise in the incidence of more aggressive offenses, such as arnted robbery

assault, and homicide." Immigrant street youth comprise highly organized
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gangs that vie against one another for status, and episodes of armed warfare ire

now common in many-Asian-American communities. Other youth, unable to

communicate with their parents and reacting to their marginal cultural status

and loss of a stable value system are turning to- alcohol, drugs. and other forms

of self-gratification or escape.
In 1970, among thaChmese, Japanese,and Philippino population there were

close to 100,000 persons aged 65 and over.13 While they suffer from the same

survival problems as all aged Americans, the Asian aged have problems that are

compognded by the language barrier, past and present exploitation, and
misconceptions that pervade thesociety at large.

The, Korean, Philippino, Samoan, and Vietnamese communities may be

characterized asemergmg communities" made up largely of new immigrants

They pose special problems of social and cultural adaptation because of lack of

language skills, disparity in cultural traditions, values and life styles, and in the

case of the Vietnamese, the absence of a n existing community support system
6
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Unit Pis: Delyery of Social Services to

Asian-American Communities

Objectives

In Unit III the social problems and social service needs of Asian-American

communities were identified. Unit IV will examine the problem of briers to

service delivery and service utilizatibn experienced by Asian AmeriCans in

relation to traditional agencies and programs. The response of Asian-American

communities in developing their own alternative structures is then discussed.

In:this unit the .experience of Asian-American coMmunities affords a case

example of the choice4to be made in such decisions as (1) to develop or expand.

social services in relation to new (Vietnamese refugees) or changing social
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needs (youth problems), (2) to designate the appropriate organizational
structure for such services as a drop-in center for youth, a day-care center for the
aged, a multipurpose-mfonnation and ieferial center for new immigrants, (3)
modification of a delivery system, for a specific purpose (establishment of
satellite centers for outreach purposes), and (4) differential deployment of
personnel (use of indigenous paraprofessionals in health care or service

delivery teams).
This unit also provides an illustration of the role of cultureand values in the

utilization of services by an ethnic minority community.

Summary of Content *
Growing out of their participation in the civil rights movement of the 1960s and
the struggle for equality and justice waged by the alack.Latino, and American .
Indian communities, Asian Americans have developed a new awareness of their
status and role in American society. This has led to a searching examination of
the delivery of social services in their communities and the discovery of_gross
inequities in the provision of services and insensitivity in the manner of their
delivery. It has been found, for example, that the utilization rates of existing
social sere ices in Asian-Amencan communities flay e been comparatively much
lower than for other ethnic minority communities.

.
This situation may 6,4ttributcd to two sets of factors. The first has to do with

the structure, content, and mode of delivery of social services to Asian
communities. A central issue in social policy has been. characterized by the
debate in the earlyjnd mid-160s about the degree and modes of decentraliza
non ofsoczal servffles to,assure responsiveness to ethnic minority populations.
This debate was sharply defined in terms of a notion of "welfare colonialism" as
characterized by the scarcity of social ben, ices in the ethnic ghettos and the
control of social services by interests outside the ghetto community. The
questions being asked were. Why did ghettb residents' have to travel long
distances on unreliable public transportation facilities to get to central offices'
Why weren't the services made available in the local neighborhoods where the
people who needed them lived? And why were the controlling boards always
made up of white people who lived in the suburbs? Such questions also *ere
picked up-by the Asian-American communities and these contents served to
mobilize and direct their energies toward seeking a mbre relevant provision of

services.
Toward the end of the 19605 the questions being asked by Asian and other

minority communities turned to priority, relevance, And quality services
Increasingly, Asian and other minority communities challenged the relevailce
of traditional therapeutic dad adjustment- oriented services. In their view, the
pnonty, needS were meaningful jobs, job training v. ith pay-offs anda career
ladder, decent housing, quality education, and, more fundamentally, a re-
distribution of resources and power. Thus Asians rejected the premiseThat th4ir
problems were primarily attributable to life style, dysfunctional family patterns,

or individual social maladjustment. They perceived that. the tensions, pain,
insults, and deprivatiovs they had endured were part of the total configuration
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of structural/institutional forces, rather than the result of personarproblems
requiring imperfect individual solutions. This meant that ultiffately there were

no solutions to their problems if they were limited to.strictly personal terms, but
that solutions would have to be sought in political terms as well The
consequence has been the recognition that Asian Americans must niove to
constitute a political community and enter into with other minorities,

in of der to negotiate with the establi6hmerit from a position of strength
A second set of factors influencing the utilization of the social services by

Asian- American communities has to do with factors inherent in the social and

cultural charaetenstics of the Asian communities involved, Superimposed

upon these characteristics has beeit their history of encounters with racial
discrimination and together they help account not only for The comparative
restraint and silence of Asians but also for their reluctance, even in the face

dire- need, to( turn to providers of services for assistance. Among the ost

compelling o he cultural values common to Asian peoples is the notibn that
one's capacity to control expression of personal problems or troubled feelings is

a measure of maturity - ,Control of self-expression is related to the concepts of
shame and pride, which are also paramount values that governtheir beh$vi or

Thus the Asian client may perceive services such as counseling a Shame-
' inducing matter and will experience extreme stress when asking for help from

anyone outside the family. This phenomenon is well illtistrated by the difficulty

social agencies have reported in locating handicapped Asians whose families
have kept the afflicted members at home and cared for them unobtrusively for
many years. It is as if the Asian community feels a responsibility for helping to
maintain the dignity of the family by keeping the problems within the Confines

Of the family. .

In work with Asian communities, the definition of proper entry points or
contact persons when intervening becomes critically important. Comflicated
interrelated sets of social relationships within the community play a large role in

determining who potential clients may be willing to see, and what individuals

may vi-vv as a service acceptable to their family and community Thus an
individual's image and peer group/community expectations are keys to an
understanding of that person and to developing acceptable intervention

services in the Asian community.

Unit V: Culturally ReleVant Social services and
Social Work Practice in Asian-Ametican Communities

Qbjectives

The locos of Unit. IV was upon problems and issues in the delis ry and
utilization of social services by Asian Americans. Unit V directs attention to the

ways in which Asian-American communities have responded to irieluities in
the allocation of resources and insensitivity in the delivery of services This has

taken the, form of the preservation of informal, indigenous support systems
within Asian-American communities that function to provide mutual aid and
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comfort in .times of crisis and deed, and alternative structures created to meet
the specialized needs of Asian-American communities.

An assessment of this experience provides the basis for identifying_ those .

characteristics of social services and social work practice that are culturally
relevant to Asian-American communities, or consistent with Asian community
values, concerns, and realities.

Summary of Content

INDIGENEOUS SUPPORT SYSTEMS. In defining the characteristics of socialiservices
that may be culturally relevallt to Asian - American- communities, it would be
instructive to examine within each Asian community its distinctive social
organization and life style. It will be 'found .that these communities haie
developed a viable subculture based on their respective and unique set of_
cultural-historical experiences. For example, there exists within the Japanese
commanity an alternative, legitimate opportunity structure that serves to meet
the economic, social, psychological, and political needs within the group, when
such opportunities -are restricted in the larger society. It consists of churches,
mutual, aid societies, small businesses, newspaper and radio networks, and
recreational, educational, vocational, social, health, and welfare organizations
maintained by the Japanese community.

The Japanese developed this indigenous community care/support system
compnsing (I) structures such as local churches, family associations, home-
town clubs and district associations, credit associations, social and fratErnal
organizations, and (2) individuals such as ministers, doctors, lawyers, teachers,
shopkeepers, bartenders, and others w ho had gained a measure of respect in the
community. These individuals were perceived to be confidential sources of
advice, comfort, and resources. The role of these "community caretakers"
represented -an extension of a traditional attitude and practice of collective
responsibility derived from old-world values and customs. In many Asian
communities today, in the face of the irrelevance of the formal systein of social
services provided in the larger community, comparable indigenous community
care/support systems continue to be preserved and to function in times of need

ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES. As a consequence of the development of a new
awareness, Asian Americans recognized the need to determine and design their'
own alternative structures and programs that would, be controlled and operated
by people from their communities. The search of Asian Americans for their

identity found concrete expression in service to their communities. Across the
country a diversity of alternative social service programs addressed to the nee&
and problems of the individual community were established. While there is,
wide vanahon from city, to city, certain common patterns are observable in their
organizational structure and function. They may take the form of (I) federa-
tions, councils, or coalitions of local community grOups, (2) special Asian units

or Asian staffing in existing agencies, (,3) multipurpose community service...
centers, or (4) specialized services in relation tospecific problems.

Usually, in the. initial stage of organizing and developing services, Asian-
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American community groups forriifederations, councils, or coalitions to pool

resources, coordinate their efforts, and proVide technical. assistance to local

groups in program_ development. Although services are a concern, their
cprimary function is advocacy for the rights and needs of Asian Americans and
addressing structural issues such as employment; economic development,

housing, and education.
At various levels of government, special Asian units have been created or

Asian staff employed to relate specifically to Asian community concerns and

issues. At the fetieral level there is an Office for Asia' American Affairs in the
Department of Health; Education, and Welfare. Si ar advocacy units are

found at the state and local levels to examine and defin issues pertaining to the
rights and needs of Asians with respect to the respons ilities of the specific

agency; to assure that the laws, policies, and practices ofgovernmenial agencies
and programs are providing equal opportunities for members of their commu-

nities, and to make recommendations to the appropriate government agencies
regarding desirable changes in la* program, or practice.

Most major Asian-American communities also provide a multiservice center
with bilingual staff and a full range of services for new immigrants, youth,
families, and the elderly. Among such services arechild d care, housing, economic

assistance, health care, counseling, English-language classes, employment

Services, and legal aid,
At a more advanced stage of community development, specialized services.

are developed in relation to particular service needs. Among such services are
family, youth or drug- related services, services for the aged, health and mental

health related services, employMent, job-training, and economic development

services; education-related services, legal services; and political advocacy --

services.

ELEMENTS OF CULTURALLY RELEVANT SOCIAL SERVICES AND SOCIAL WORK

PRACTICE. An examination of the structure and operations Of effectiVe social

service programs and .social work practice in Asian-American communities
reveals such characteristics as the following:

1. Location of delivery site within the community itself; i.e.. immediately
visible and accessible and integrated into the community.

2. Involvement of a broad cross-section of the community in decision making

through a representative policy making board.
3. Employment of bilingual and bicultural staff, including paraprofessionals

and other intermediaries from within the community
4. Utilization of existing indigenous formal and infortnal community care/

support systems, such as churches,family associations, hometown clubs,

fraternal clubs, credit associations, and community caretakers such as

ministers, doctors, lawyers, teachers, elders, shopkeepers, etic. _

5. Development of culturally relevant intervention methods that take' into

accout such considerations as:
a. the need for more actively supportive, directive, ancihighly personalized

relationships characterized by a full sharing and communication of
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values and expectations; and provision of concrete services frorr(the

very beginning to facilitate the helping process.

b. the recognition of possible conflict between the concept of "face" and

the "confessional" characterof the therapeutic situation.

c. the need to differentiate "cultural paraonia" from real pathology,

cultural resistance from depressive withadrawal;traclitional family needs

from abnormal dependency needs, and attempts to maintain one's

cultural identity from "hang-ups" (e.g., inhibition or passivity- vs.

appropriate cultural reserve).
d. the careful reevaluation of the concept and practice of self-determina-

tion, recognizing that enumerating options may.be bewildering to an

Asian client, not because of difficulty in rhatchingtptions with
problems but because the client may feel disobedient and disloyal by not

selecting the option valued by the helper; also, what may appear' to be

cooperation may not be followed by commitment to the "self-deter-

, mined" choice, since the client may be unwilling to assume the'

obligation in relation to the helper.

e. the recognition that in Asian cultures it is acceptable to assume a very

. dependent role in times of crises and for significant persons in one's life

lo offer much support; consequently, it maybe appropriate to indulge

the client at a time when he or she is experiencing extreme humiliation

and loss of self- esteem.
f. the involvement of the total family in planning and strengthening the

family unit; recognition.of the individual's need to remain within the
immediate extended family in time of need or crisis; frequency of home

visits and counselingwithin the home setting,bfteh in thekitchen or on

theliving-room floor (Asian style), or at the bedside in time of illnes.s;

g. the, flexibility in schedule; readiness to spend' two or three hours in #

interviews, and adaptation. to a diVersity of informal counseling
situations, such as in waiting rooms, corridors, courtroom; hospital,

etc., and acceptance of the telephone as a Major means-of maintaining

communication.
h. the recognition of the need for "Asian space" or culttiral milieu for

patients seeking refuge when they are feeling, ienated and not open to

interacting with other people who appear different; where they can see

their own kind, hear their own ldnguage, eat theit own native foods;

read newspapers and other literature in theit own language; and

-feel -at home -in. a room or on grounds with 'familiar, furnishings

and landscaping.

FURTHER DEVtLOPMENTAL NEB. At this stage,of development there are wide

divergences and gaps in planningand coordination among thg social services in

Asian-American communities. The further develOpmental need, therefore, is

integration of the various, elements of existing social services into coherent

service delivery system geared to serving the specific needs ofAsian Americans

on a city or county-wide, basis, which would cut across: different agency,
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utatutional, or other boundaries. A viable system would be charac:grized by
such components as. a centralized referral system with bilingual/bicultural
capabilities, a comprehensive social service network staffed by Asian personnel
and equipped with institutional facilities that provide a milieu appropriate for

Asians, a structure to assure both continuity of care and aftercare closely linked

to resources within the community structures of the separate Asian commu-
nities, and provision for manpower deployment that would assure a rational
utilization of scarce bilingual/bicultural staff.

Integrating Black Minority Content into Social

Welfare Folic); and Se

BY E. XRACELIS FRANCIS

Course Description and Rationale

The course presented here is an approach for integrating Black content into he
traditional history add philosophy of social welfare course_ Although only

. material related to the integration of Black content is presented, this does not
mean that content on other minorities cannot be included in the appropriate
sections.

The outline of social welfare history in-the United States that is given is both

.issue - oriented and chronological in nature. It attempts to integrate content
about Blacks into each section and also suggeSts areas in which Black content

can be included in a history and philosophy of social -Welfa**rSe The
chronological format facilitates looking at the major issues of clifferelithisiorica I

-periods and directs attention to w hat v; as happening to Blacks in regard to social,

welfare services. during those times, rather than tacking on a separate 'Section

related to Blacks. The dual perspective is utilized since the student examines the
social welfare periods and issues nationally, and simultaneously observes what
was happening to Blacks in the same time periods in regard tOthesairieissnes

The Council on Social Work Education's (CSWE) Black Task Force has taken
the position that -contemporary society in the United States is a pluralistic or
heterogeneous one and, therefore, social welfare policy courses should refleCt

this diversity:" 14 c fau' menare policy courses that continue to exclude minor-

ities give students a clistaiud and incorrect view of social welfare policies and

services in this country. It is imperative that the task of developing the necessary
content, or approaches be undertaken. in order tp facilitate the schools'
movement toward the goal of integrating minority" content into all course

,
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offerings. We have had sufficient experience with separate courses on to

vano e. minorities now to move toward integrating this 'material into ,the

exiOngcourseS. . .
.

. The-CS curriculum policy states that schools uld provide the oppor-
tunity_for aril students to acquire knowl e general Policies, conditions,
legislative bases, institutions, and broad range of 'services relevant to 1

welfare In contemporary society.' Each schooNnterprets this statem t

differently and develops a variety of course. offerings to meet 'the criteria -

v Consequently faculty teaching in this area will have to review their school's
offerings end then determine how, when, and what kind of minority content

should be included in the respective courses.
.

qt. The CSWE curriculum policy also stales that "the major aims of study
pertinent to social welfare policy and services are to prepare professionals to at

as informed and competed prarctitioners in,providing services, and as partici-

pants or leaders in efforts to.'achieve desirable change. Instruction should be
directed toward developing both' analytic skills and stibseantive knowledge,

with a focus on the acquisition of compete ir.ect for the development,

implementatirn, and change of social work d programs!'" This can
he aphieved only when we'iare able to say witho equivocation that we are

teackung about social welf4re [Aides andVervAces in American society rather

than just social welfa Le poli4ies and services in white America.
* v3/4 ,-,

.
, -

'Specific Objectives
N

0
.0 ( 4

0 4

The educationa l objectives of the CgUr§eae to help the student develop- -
v

. _ .
-....l. An understanding of how the economic, sole, political,, and class forces

thit determfficenc ia I policies are implicitly influenced by :ban. -.
2. An ability to analyze-now social policy is formulated by legisVicip, the

, courts, and government bureaucracies, and how this -formulation is
..

::. ..inffu ced by racism. ea - .
,.... .

3. An aware -s bf the impact,of.institutionaPracism on Black Americans

an other eth minorities with particular 'reference to the distributien.bf

. soci resources a d the patterns of delivery of educational,health, and
. : -

social se ices.

The basic c siderations and assumptions of the course are:

I, Ram in combination with poor-law` thinking is dysfunction'al and
inhu ane inour current society

9_2), The pe sistence and viability of institutional racism is incompatible with

the goa s of social justice.
3. Social probtern&such as poverty, unemployment, and ghetto living requires

basic structral changes rather thah remedial, incremental reforms.

4: 'Targets a ndistrategies for change should include removal of barriers to full'

and effectiVe participation in all aspects,ofiAmeriean
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Organization of teaching Matrials.

The course consists of seven units, Before the 18305, 1830s to the Civil Kir, 1865
to the ProgressIve Era, the Prpgressive Era, World War I to the Depression,World
War II to the Late 1950s, and the 1960s to the Present. Each pf the units has a
maim theme related to the way inWhich the histOry and philosophy of social
welfare is currently taught in schools of social work. In each unit, content about
Blacks is ad with the purpese providing the dual perspective and
ensitizingstu ents to the Blackexperienci3 in contrast to the w hite experience.

Unit IBefore the 1830s

Objective

The prunar;objective of this unit is to analyze the transplanting of English pnor
laws to America. Within the framework of the dual perspective, this section.has
been expanded to include an analysis of the initiation of slavery and the societal
response to Black need§.

Surpma ry of Content

From the early beginnings of this. country the policies and practices of the
1 ;dominantominant society have.totally Affected the livgs of Blacks in America. Initially,
/ the Blacks who arrival in this c.i.ititiy were-treated like white laborers and given

the status of indentured servants. The inability to solve the increasing demand
for labor to help settle the new country, the slave trafficking then being dorie in
the West Indies, the easy detection of runaw ay Blacks, anitthe Blacks' status as
heathens (whiCh lessened any qualms about severe chastisement if it was
needealed to the insfitution of ,slavery in the new world. By the last quarter of
the 17th cgntury there was "a definite increase in the importatid15 of slaves, but
the imposition of slavery, was nut universally accepted and there were many
slave revolts. In response to these revolts the Colonial Legislatures enacted a
sene4 of laws prohibiting Blackmobility, the assembling of Blacks, and the
Blacks. right to own property. These raws also stated carefully the conditions
regulating both the conduct of the Blacks and the conduct of society toward
them, This enured that the required conduct woUld,achieved since the
behavior of 'both slave and freeman was regulated.

commercial and industrial nati,ire,of the' economic life of the middle
4)1 nies led to the -demise of slavery them by' the end of the colonial period.
Consequently free Blacks in these colonies were allowed to.securepan education
andxgractireligion. But although.. they' were not enslaved; they were still not
treated as equals or awarded all the-rights of citizenship.

The viklutionary War and the assenions ,c.if the Declaration of Indepen-
.

derfe ught about no major change in the status of BlaCks. Through a
constitutional comprorit7Se, the Founding Fathers protected the institution of
slavery and denied the slave the rights of Citizenship.

From the ratificatio5Othe Constitution in 1788 to the final resolution` of the
Missouri Compromise M 1821, Congress enacted seyen statutes concerningihe'
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slavetrade. Additionally, different states passed legislation that regulated Blacks,

both slave and tree. Ofsignificance were the far-reaching regUlations that society

imposed on itself by accepting a system,of bondage. These restrictions further

confirmed and sanctioned that American social welfare didn't have'hy worry

about the pl ight of Blacks. .
1.

American independence bypassed:the Arhericari,Black and thus their needs

could only be met.by theinown efforts. Northern Blacks by the 1830s-he'd begun

to establish their own institutions...A Black church, the .first Black newspaper,

the first Black convention, Black benevolent societies, and secr4 fraternal

organizations were developed. These institutions enabled Blacks to band

together for economic advancement and mutualNorelief and the benevolent

societies and the fraternal organizations spread rapidly throughout the North

and operated clandestinely in the South. 'I'4he Negro Convention was the first

effort by the raceto effect' unified action on a national scale to address the

exposed and defenseless position of the free Blacks in American society. Thus

the emphasis on Blackself-help was initiated.

Unit II-1830s to the CivilWar '
Objective

Unft II continues the duallperspec e theme by expanding its objective to

include an analysis of theanti-slavery ovement and its response to Black needs

within the context of the development of American pcpr. laws and the

Evangelical Protestant interplay in relatiOn to thepor,

Summary of Content ,

The debate over- slavery continued during.this period and a lengthy season of

controversy and sectional conflicts ensued. The 1850 compremise.enacted a

more stringent Fugitive Slave Act and placed enforcement under federal

jurisdiction. But the conflicts increased and in 11354 the Kansas-Nebraska bill

permitted the occupants of the two territories, to decide for themselves wheiher

they would enter the union as slave or free states, thus negating Congressional

authority to regulate territorial affairs. This frirther set the stage for the

confrontation between the NOr th and the Sou th.

In 1857 the most far-reacliing.judicial statement of the nineteenth century

was made in the Died Scott case. Chief Justice Roger B. Taney ruled thatNegroes

Were so far inferior that they had no rights that the white man was bound to

respect and that Negroes might justly and lawfully be reduced -totlavery for

their own benefit. Thus both legislatively and jiidiriallcAmerican Blacks were a

totally subjugated mi nori tyand their lack of status was fornially sanctioned.

Despite the Blacks' lack of status, concerns about slavery continued to exist.

The organizatint of the American Anti-Slavery Society fn 1833 with suistantial

white interest aid support led to the demise of the all-Negro Convention. But

Blacks soon found themselves left out since these organizations were white-

dominated, limited Black participation in important positions, and excluded

4
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= Blacks altogetherinsome chapters,
Blacksagain realized that they woulthave to tell on their own efforts and the

Convention Movement was reactivated. 133; 183 it began to show increasing
support for an ideology of self-help and racial solidarity. Consequently-Blacks

banded together to fight for and many Freedmen's 4id Societies
sprang up= in the North among Blacks to provide escaped slaves with food,,
clothing, medicine, and the rudiments of an education.

Unit III-1865 to the Ptogfessive Era

.Objective .

The Objective of this emit is to analyze the pookilaw at its apex, and its interplay
with voluntary organizations. This has to be viewed within- the context of the
end .of the Civil War and the massive federal program conducted by the
Freedman's Bureau.

Summary of Content

With"lheend- of the Civil War the United States faced its greatest domestic
.challenge ever as it sought to deal with the recalcitrant South and the four
million Blacks who had been freed. The adoption of the Thirteenth Amendment
rate in 1865 had provided for the abolitionof slavery and involuntary servitude
and settled the question of the status of the BlackS.

13. email-prig unresolyed was the question of how to deal, with the Smith.
Claiming that they needed measures to control the newly freed Blacks, tfie
South quickly moved to reestablish the Black Codes. They also refused to ratify
the Fourteenth Amendment andreeleded members of the formerConfederacy

as their representatives. These actions convinced many Congressional leaders
that the South should be treated harshly, and thus they drew up the
Reconstruction Act of 1867, which provided. for stringent treatment of the
former Confederatestales.

Consequently ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment which provided
citizenship for all persons born or naturalized in the United States, and the
extension of the provisions of the Freedman's Bureau wereachieVed: The latter

initially had been paSsed to- protect and aid the former slaves who were released.
from bondage for the duration of the tear and one year thereafter

The establishment of the bureau was a landmark for the federal government
`since it was-the first time that federal funds had been used provide direct aid
to individuals, The bureau provided a wide range of assistance to both Blacks
and displaced Southern whites. It provided food; clothing, supplies, .jqb
placement,eduCational facilities, homestead lands, and many other services that

,enabled. Blacks to cope, with their new status as tree people. The bureau
demonstrated that the federal government could provide an extensive program
of relief to large numbers of its citizens.

The third and last of the civil rights amendments the Fifteenth Ameri
inent ;which was designed to grant Blacks universal suffrage, was adopted in
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1870.
The end of the Civil War had raised hopes that the nation might take the

opportunity to integrate Blacks fully into the civic and political life of the
country.ln the 1876 presidential election the Republicans chose to reconcile the

sections to each other rather than to pursue full equality for Black Americans

-* Through the 1877 Compromise the Republicans agreed to withdraw federal

troops from the South, provide better representation in Washington, and
provide federal subsidies for internal improvement The South was thus left free

to rule itself without Northern interference or Black influence and the hopes for -

slack equality were quickly extinguished.
Black self-help efforts increased during the post-Civil War period and the

Black church played an important sole in offering spiritual and material relief

After the collapse of the Freedman's Bureau and the white'society's retreat from
the quest for Blkk equality, the social. welfare needs of the Black community

were ignored. Into this void stepped Black schools and colleges, Black lodges,

Black women's clubs, and individual philanthropy to meet the social welfare

needs of the Black community.

Unit IV TheRrogressive Era

Objective

The objective of this unit is to analyze social welfare's movement from
addressing cases to addressing the institutions that affect nd impinged on

the lives of the poor. Since,this wasa periodthat emphasized soda ge, it is

critical that Black involvement during this period be addressed.

Summary of Content

The 1896 SupremeCourt decision in-Messy v Fergusawsuperimposed a '-'§eparate

but equal doctrine" upon the law andprovided the constitutional basis for the

Jim Crow legislation that followed. State constitutions were changed to
introduceNeasures that would deprive Blacks of all opportunities far civic and

polintal participation. Other_ laws. imposed segreiategi fkilities in education,

travel, public accornmodationsand the like. In addition to' the legal statutes,

Blacks also were subjected to the.brutality of white terror and mob rule, which

went unchecked ,throughout the South. Although free d from slavery Blacks

were repressed.and reduced to the status of second-class citizens by the force of

*law and custom that was sustained by state control.
The movement for social change brought.dn by the Progressive Era was seen

..primanly as progress for whites. Thus the fact that Black repression in the South'

Was increasing could be ignored.
On the other hand, the settlement wdrkers who were closest to the urban

Blacks shared the prejudices of &telr times but rqcognized that the Black urban

population also had needs that had to be addressed. They responded by
establZiing settlements exclusively for Blacks or establishing branohesbilarger
settlements in.Black neighbojhoods and in a few instances accepted Naas into
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existing settlerrierits, -, =

The effo( of the settlement workers provided the first reliable information
about the actual status of Blacks in Northern cities and highlighted the fact that
the problems present in any large. urban ...enter were magnified for Blacks due ti.;
past-and present discriminatory treatment. It was obvious that there was a need
for organization and social reform if the condition of the Blacks was to be
improved. These facts led some settlement workers to oppose -the dominant
social thinking of the time, and this allowed them to aid Blacks in achieving .
equality.-- . . ,

.

At the same time thesociai, economic, and political deprivation of Blacks was
so severe that by 1905 a group of young Blacks under the leadership of WE.B.,
Dubois established the Niagara Movement as an organization for aggressive
action to secure "full citizenship. This movement eventually joined with the

'activist settlement workers, and in 1910 the National Association ferli
Advancement of Colored People was established. Its major foCi were to mount a
crusade to end lynching, secure the franchise for Blacks, and put an end to all
forms of discrimination and segregation. In 1911 the National Urban I.elgue
was formed due to thaieecl for an organized effort in the econornic,sphere.

Again Blacks found that If theirrproblems were to, be addressed they would_
have to rely on self-help efforts and the support of those whites who were
willing to sippose the dominant thought of the era and seek ,to achieve Black
equality.'

Unit V -:Watid Ward to theDepression

Objective

The objective of this tinit is an analysis of the bureaucratization and formaliza-
tiun of the social work professum after-tilt preceding era of social reform. The
advent of the depression brought an end to ttie prOfessional emphasis, as social -

workers joined the federal government in alleviating the suffering of the masses_
This era also brought a major change in social w el fa re and had a profound effect
on Blacks in the society.

Summary of Content

The condition of Blacks at the beginning of this era seemed hopeless, since they
Iva been ,deprived by lain oenearIy every basic individual anti public, riga-
throughout the South and had been stripped by acquiescence and custom of
many of these.sarne rights throughout the rest of the country.

The gradual emergence of the Bjackprotest movement was the culmination of
several factors. These included -the'extensive disruption of World War I, 'a
national depression, the dramatization pf the plight of the Blacks by certain
socialist and far left organizations, and the rejection of interracial solutions by
the Black Nationalists under the leadership of Marcus Garvey. The NAACP,
which was pledged, to a program of reeducating the American public to the need
for and wisdom of interracial reform, was forced to take more vigorous action in

.
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its pursuff of reform.
The New Deal programs-deve in response to the depressionago helped

Blacks, since by then large n bets of them had moved to the North and new

opportunities became ay. able. Despite the inclusion of Blacks at the federal

level, they were treat differently in the New Dealprograms!On the local level

where the p were administered, law and custom that sanctioned

discriininato treatment toward Blacks prevailed. Consequently, under the

New Deal, lacks were again Opted as second-cl8s citizens and not awarded

the same benefits as their .White counterparts.

Unit VIWorld War II to the late 1950s

- Objective

The,objective of this unit is to examiner the period of professionalization
following World War Hand to explore the profession's response to Black needs

Summary of Content ,

By the end of World War II the drive to achiel. e complete equality fo'r Blacks had

intensified and world-wide attention on _race led to a closer scrutiny of the

conditions of Blacks in the United States.

Ma result, Black organizations such as the NAACP rece,ivedassistante from

many other groups in society and increased their demands for full equality. The

achipvement of this goal was sought through legal and judicial avenues.

Progress was also evident in theexecutive orders issued by presidents of the

United States. Civil _rights, thir employment practices, federal contracts with

private agencies, employrifent and advancement opportunities in the federal

service, a& integration in the,esfecl services were onjy_a few of the areas

addressed in these executive orders. -
The 'major milestone of the era, however, was the 194 Supreme Court

decision in Broim v. Board of Education. This decision ended school deseg

tion and provideda inaiorimpetus4orsbreaking down the barriers that had-kept

Blacks from receiving 'a quality education under the separatebut equal doctrine

that was the law of the land. Theexecutive order implementing the federal court

-order for schookdesegregahon was a major victory in the face of widespread

opposition to it.
Supreme Court;decisions also affected civil rights, /voting, interstate travel,

housing covenants, and highereducation, a ndsome progress was made in those

areas.
Despite the'activity in the xecuti've and judicial branches of government,

Congress was unable to secure thepassage of any piece of civil rights legislation

until 1957. The new law was the.first civil rights legiskition since 1875. A major

provision of the law was the creation of the United States 4mmission on Civil

Rights, which had the authority to appraise the laws.and policies of the federal

government with respect to equal protection.
The forces of change and the slowness of progress in thecivn rights struggle
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eventually led to direct action activities in Southern cities and a new thrust in
the civii,jights movement began. As a result of the 1955-56 Alabarrja bus
boycott, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference under Martin Lutkr
King, was established. Thus the era ended with the recognition thatlegaffild

, legislative action would not by themselves achieve equality for Blacks

Unit VII The 1960s to the Present

Objective

Given the content covered in the preceding units, students w ill approach this
section with an understanding of the dual perspectice as it relates to the.effects
of social_ policy, on Blacks in Amenca. Qiven this basic understanding, the
objective of this unit is an analysis the several trends of this period includirtg
social reform, professional reorganization, and the effects on Blacks of the new
conservatism and the various social policies of the 1960s and 1970s.

Summary of Content

The 1960s saw the culmination of the BIack protest movement and the swinging
into action of Congress as it passed several ^cicir rights acts in response to
growing Black demands. The four major pieces of legislation that affecte=d Blacks
were: G

1. The Civ.il Rights Act of 1964 This was -the most comprehensive piece of
civil nghts legislation ever passed. It insured maximum rights for Blacks in
many areas of public life such as voting, public accommodations, public
facilities, education, and fair employment practices.
The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 More than any other niece of
egislation, this act heralded The treat Society's commitment to the na-
tion's poor. It was designed to eliminate iibverty and rtructuresociety by
giv mg the poor a chance to design and adniinisteRantipoverty programs.

... 3. The Voting Rights Act pf 1965 This aá provided for the assignment of
federal examiners to conduct registration and observe voting in s_ tateS or
counties where patterns of discrimination existed.

4. The Fair Housing Act of 1968 7 This act made it unlawful to refuse to sell or
nt-or to_rejse;to neotate_fcir=rentatoLa dwelling because o

race Or religion.

irThe growing political power of Blacks, their in fhience in national and
1:the growing concern about the limited nghts extended to Blacks in the United

States led to mann changes in the social, political, and economic conditions of
Blacks withinthis country. \

Pits also Asa period of major change in the social workprofeStort as Blacks

. began to dernan'd proportionate representation in .its national organizations,
schools, and the profession itself. Along ic iththe thrust for representation there'
developed national Black associations to address Black issues and concerns
which it was felt could not be addreSsed in the established organizations.2,
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Though sloW, advances have been made in minority representation in those
areas of major concern.

Although many changes were evident as a result of fhe ferment of he 1960s,
the Black community continued to suffer from economic exploitation, political
powerlessness, and exclusion from societal benefits such as adequate housing
aridivecitreducation,

By the 1970s the momentum of the 1960s had spent itself. In 1972 Congress
passed the Employment Mt, w,luch -strengthened the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission by exrianding its jurisdiction and empowering it to
seek federal court action against employment discrimination.

The 1970s have not seen any fundamental social chanlie, and the gains made
by Blacks have been limited. School desegregation battles are still being fought din .
the courts, Black income has not closed the wide gap with white income, and
continuing high unemployment has disproportionately affected Blacks. But
gains continue to bernade politically as more Blacks are being elected to office.

Progress has been made, but ,the promise of the constitution, remains
unfulfilled and most Blacks continue to suffer from the effects of the lack of
equality of opportunity,

Conclusions

The preceding content Surnm§nes should not be v iewed as an exhaustive
presentation of the issues related to the historical progress of Blacks in relation to

"social welfare issues in America. They are intended instead to be suggestive of
content that could be included in the Integration of content on Blacks in the
general history and philosophy of social welfire courses taught in schools of
socially*.

The fact that African history and 'the 'history of American social welfare
traditionally have been taught as the history of white Americans is a major
consideration in the _development of an integrated course. Consequently the
materials needed to supplement this course are still being developed. The efforts
now being made to address this issue and the achievements being made in Black._
scholarship eventually sivuld provide the needed documentation to make the
Initiation of a history and philosophy of social welfare course that addresses the
dual perspective a reality in all schools of social work.

To continue to address Black hcstory, ur 'the history of minorities separately is
to continue a fiction that is especially dysfunctional for social workers who
must provide servicep members of a pluralistic society.
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The Development of a Polycultural

S9cial Policy Curriculumfrom

the Latino Perspective

BY RAMON VALLE

The Polycultura1 Perspective
6

"ir
.

Current social policy courses and curriculum paradigms need to be turned in a

polycultural direction. As intended here, the notion of polyculturality encom-

passes the actuality of multipleethnic populations within the United States dnd

,the diversity of their respective social institutions. This concept is in har

Kith the Norton concept of, the dual perspective asoutlined earlier in this

-took. In essence, the polycultural and dual pervettives ask the
practitioner to develop the capability to simultaneously experience an

porate the,ethnic minority and majority values and paradigms at al

the curriculum.

ony
urce
rist-

incor-
nits of

As discussed there, the idea of paradigm is the one defined by Kuhn.
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According -63-him,si paradigm has two basic contexts. First, it can denote an
entire constellation of beliefs, values, and techniques shared by the members of
a given community (scientific, educational, or professional) and which is
employed as a model for understanding..-reality. Second, it can denote an
element within that broader constellation utilized to understand a particular
aspect of that reality."' In this discussion, both nuances about paradigms will be
used interchangeably.

It is unfortunate, but the pre;ent structure of knowledge in.,social policy
curricula is skewed away from the appropriate paradigms that would help us
understand the ethnic experience. Course content simply does not reflect the
abundance of persisting social institutions and differential value sets of this
country's ethnic groups. A quick look at social policy couir offerings might
appear to indicate the opposite. The observer poring over syllabi and
bibliographies is left with the impression of an overabundance of ethnic,
content. Social work program bulletins crea. fe a like impression. It may appear to
the analyst that there is hardly a graduate or undergraduate prograrnthat does.
not have at least one course on ethnicity somewhere in ;its curriculum often
located in the social policy sequence.

A closer review, though, provides a quite different understanding. To date,
ethnic content course offerings remain specialized, mostly elective, and, with
regard to social policy, primarily outside the mainstream of conventional
historical analytical treatments of the subject matter. Moreover, such a close
review of social policy sequence content reveals the absence of conceptual.
models witereby the ethnic experience may be.understood and appropriately
Integrated into the curriculum. It would appear, rather, that courses and .
references have been summarily added in a quick attempt to gain insight into
ethnicity. It would further appear that very little attention has been given to
understanding the meaning of the ethnic experience. Hence a plethora of
cursory or peripheral generalizations about ethnic populations abound
throughout present social policy curricula in social work.

As seen by this writer, the polycultural (dual) perspective precludes mere
additive curriculum development strategies. Rather, the demand unn the
cumculm developer IS to reorient his or her conceptual base to inEorpor!ate the

. appreciative sets (world view-s and decision perspectives) of cultural groups
other than those-of the majority society in the United States. In this context,
polycultural curriculum development is seen as a conceptual reorientation of
socialpolicy paradiggis rather than a mere numerical increase in ethnic soda!
policy course material.

The specific intent of the material detailed here, therefore, is to assist the social
. policy curriculum developer to formulate course content from a culturally

relevant dual perspective-frame of re- ference. In essence, this will call for the
insertion of key ethnii. minority Lontent into the standard social policy course
on an ongoing basip,The content below is presented principally from the Latino
viewpoint. By inference an equally applicable storehouse of content pertaining
to other ethnic populations awaits exploration.
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General Course ObjeCtives

The general objective of the course proposed here is the development of a

polycultural curriculum content base for the social policy instructor and

curriculum developer. The course h'as been modularized into four discrete but

interlocked components in order to allow for instructional flexibility and

differential time sequencing within the variety of social policy instructional

patterns to be found at both the graduate and undergraduate levels The four

modules are seen as forming subobjectives of the course and take the following

configuration.

I. Module ALatino indicators. the formulation of baseline polycultural

appreciative perspective.
2. Module B Latino -antecedent institutions: the development of a

crosscultural social polio; historical perspective.
3. Module C Persistent naturalistic-indigenpus mutual welfare syStems- the

development of crosscultural social welfare programperspectives.

4. Module D-Latino policy analysis frameworks. the development of a dual

perspective policy analysis capaloility.

Module A: The Development of Latino Indicators

Module Objectives

Module A has the following specific objectives:

1. To introduce the participants to the literature and culturally syntonic

(culturally harmonious) inforination about the Latino experience.

2. To assist the participants to learn to view issues from other cultural

perspectives.
3. To assist participants to develop the art of critical crossculturalassessment.

4. To broaden the participants' crosscultural paradigm base.

5. To-establish a culturally syntonic analytical milieu for engaging modules

B, C aod D.

The Formulationof Latino Indicators

Over the past several years, the Latino academic cotununityhas been devoting

considerable enemies in two direcidons. First, in tearing down social science

stereotyping of the Latino, and second, in devising Latino-relevant conceptual

models for empirical testing. These, in essence, have become the "Latino

indicators:'
In discussing Latino incliCators one must examine a series of works analyzing

the parameters of the Latino symbolic (cultural) dimension. The authors

include Romano, Vaca, Hernandez, Montiel, Munoz, and Rocco." A host of

additional researchers and their writings Can bedded to the growing number

of Chicanos and other Latinos Cam are defining the symbolic (cultural)
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dimension in a variety of other areas. for example, with regard to urban
phenomena, Alvarez and Valle. 2°

In this same vein, Cassavantes proposed separating poverty and social class
variables from Chicano cultural dynamics. He proceeded to pare away those
attributes linked more to poverty than to the fact of being Chicano, arguing by

way of example that "machismo" may well be.a world-wide phenomenon
bound to poverty (seen by the writer as reflective of croSscultural male
chauvinsurt) rather than to Latino culture per se.2' Hernandez postulated the
presence of a lateral and primary group model for Chicanos rather than an
heirarchical organizational structural pattern as the mode for Chicano
organization al,psocesses.22Sotomayor and Tirado traced similiar webwork type
systems with regard to the family and to political organizationarinvolvement

respectively.23
ReRdon, in his Chicano Manifesto, took a forward look to the new urban

Chicano, the urban-Mestizo, whoe roots stem from the 260 million Latin
American Mestizos to the south. Rendon echoes Jose Vasconcelos and Alfonso
Reyes, intellectuals of the 1910 Mexican Revolution, who developed the
concept of the Mestizo (the mixed Indollbero/Afro) people of Latin America 24

Romano, in his. "Historical and Intellectual Presence of Mexican-Amer-
icans," provided a seminal four-way taxonomy to describe Chicanos, which is

now ripe for empirical testing in urban settings.25 The Romano formulation is
also ideally suited to facilitating the assembling of curriculum content to
illustrate Chicano identify.

Critiques around a multiplicity of other topics are also coming into existence
For example. in social services, Atencio, And4n histcirical analysis, Padilla,26 It

should be noted that Mexican-American writers as-well as Anglo-Americans
are critiqued throughout the analysis.

Putting the Indicators to Use

The above literature taken collectively can be put to use in formul atingA base for

a dual perspective curriculum. One illustration might serve to show how the
Latino indicators operate, specifically with the Chicano culture.

A basic premise emerging from the above authors holds that the ,Chicano

people have a distinct-culture that serves to nurture, enculturate, and socialize
them in positive, strengthening ways. This view is in contrast to the prevailing
psychosociological stereotypic opinion which sees the Chicano as "culturally
deprived" or as a "cultureless amalgam." The following might serve to demon-

strate the point.
If writers assume the existence of a viable culture, then certain culturally-

.

syntonic conclusions prevail throughout their Works. For example- "[There is
need] for help for the [Ghicand family under seige by the increasing pressures

of urban existence.' The process of urbanization is not necessarily syn-
onomous with acculturation, though this may be the long-rangetrend."28 "The

socio-cultural strengths of the Mexican-American family, therefore, need to be
closely identified, evaluated and kuppoited: More often than not, the positive

factors of the [Mexican-American] family have provided the only strengths
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. available in the life experience of the Mexican- American people!'29

Quite a different picture emerges, though, if one looks through An, glo-

American eyes and sees the Chicano asculturally deprived or as almost totally

..culturally deficient. Moore said:
4

It is not only from American society that he (the Chicano) feels

'alienated. He also feels left out of the mainstream soiltkrnerican

history and simultaneously feels guilty for having deserted the
homeland. It is in this sense of being in two cultures yet belonging to
neither Aqui ni Alld) that istheSource of his most profound alien-

ation and now anger.°

Also, Grebler et al. stated that lhere is also a tendency to overgeneralize the'

culture itself. Ceftainly Mexicandimerican culture is not now an integrated
whole. Eroded,altered and shifted by its exposure to the American experience, if

hashas been transformed into an amalgarnrm In these, instances culturally 'de-

_ structwe or "dissonant," conclusions prevail throughout theauthors! analyses-
,

The Art olaitical Analysis:A Summary

5The first social policy curriculum development strategy suggested here then,is

the aft,of crosscultural "critical reading!' To the extent that the factor of critical

analysis-is present, to that extent one can affirm or deny the realityTand friability

of Latino social institutions' To the extent that the curriculum developer
enmeshes him or hedelf In the cultural. fabric of the populatioh under study, to .

that extent will culturally syntonic social policy assumptions and conclud. ns

prevail..

1

MOdulet: Latino Antecedeht histitutions

Module Objectives

Module B has the foll6wing specifics objectives:

1. To tface the crosscultural social welfare institu-ii;naf rootiilf UnitedStates-

Latino populations. ' . p

2. To ,develop.,:a broad_ appreciatiVe Capability within the .participants for

arteceacht4oCialAverfareiristituiions
To assist the participants to intelveavetheir knowledge gaint within the
framework of social policy, historically oriented content:,

4. To provide a knowledge-appreciative base for the participantS with regard

to Modules A-, C, and D.

The Duality of Social Welfare Ethnic Minority Anteced

It is evident,that even the historically oriented social policy cony nthis taken In

the saine strong social justice aild,exposition,of-racism emphiSis tht exists

throughpunhe social policy. as a whole. HoWever, whenit Curries to

the presentation of the ethnic minority historical perspective it is appainf thit
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Anglo/Northern European interpretive sets Predominate within the overall

tseatment -of the material. This. attitudinal perspective can be seen if the
discussion includes the .distant social history past. for exatnple, the emergence

of Europe from the Middle Age. This attitudinal set can be equally detected if
the discussion focuses on the more recent* past, `namely the human servicewe'

developments from the post-Civil War period onward. In this latter period for
examilR one would be hard-pressed not to find continual references t

Charity Organization Society of 1869 aid the SettleMent House moire ent of

1884 as rorerunners of the social work professionAltlese institutions of nglish

genesis and the theorists surrounding them are ptomotedas foundation locks

for our present social welfare system. e

At the same timethe social policy literature has almost completely ignored

the origins of counterpart Latino social institutionsequally active and develop--

mg within the above historical time periods. Spain, for example, the-principal.

European influence on- Latin Arderica, brought a 'Wide repertoire of 'social
welfare antecedent institutiovs with it to the new world.The first urban center

in North America, St, Auguline, Florida, complete with A socialAvelfare
institutions, was of Spanishi(Ibero)/Mestizo origin, not of Northern European .

origin. From an overview perspective, the eleemosynary antecedent systems of
Southern European (mostly 4bero) heritage "throughout Latin America have

been bypassed. A., -seen here, this omission seriously skews any attempt to

understand United States Latino populations and their interactions with

..0- huma4ervicesystenis at both the opergtional and policy levels.
An-wally serious deficiency within social policycurricula is the

the history of the social development of those native civilizations of the Ne

World that predated the Ibero conquistadores, These include the Aztec (Mexico),

Mayan (Sotithern exico/Central Amerigt), and Inca- (Peru) sociocultural

systems, The 'den e from anthropological and Modern sociocultural research

is.tht:th lizations were more advanced in their social and urbanized

, done e° he invading Spaniards.n These civil izatiohs, along with other

culturgi :s in the New World, established indigenous value structures

pioviiiing for the common odd that have endured among-44finos to. the

'preAnt33-. , ' . : . .

If one studies the history of specific Latino populations such as the Chicano

,- ,people, one can find clear evidence of such preexist'Mg systems providing for did

common welfare. For example, *throughout the area now encompassed by
Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, kizona, pnd California, the
historical processes of ind4genous self-help institutional developments are .

--, . , . readily in, evidesnce.34 Revision of social welfare policy curriicnium as well as

.. paradigtn1eorientation and rebuilding therefore demand the incorporation of

such parallel social welfare deyelopments into the conventional historical

- discussiOnsnithesublectmatten, . , _

, 0 t ,
Antecedent Institut-tons: A Summary y i.

..
£ t * .

Lautto.--insuNtional roots extena back' several centuries and contain two

principal- socioculf rta.aljnfruences/.1l;ero (Spanish) and Indo (Aztec /Mayan,

mclusting seyerai, other key:iriliigenous_ tribal-nation-state influencei Such as
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Mextica-Zapatecan, Chichmecan, and Toltecan). The development of Latino

social institutions both predates as well as parallels the development 04Anglo/
NorthernEuropean-influenced human service institutions in the Unif States

These latter influences, though, piovide the core of conventional social policy

literature.

Module C: Crosscultural Social
Welfare Program Perspectives

Module Objectives

Module C has the following specific objectives:
4 r. j

1. T9 delineate, mutual assistance, human service programmatic Coping

,, formats indigenous to Latino and specificallyChicanopppulations ?

2. To develkconcepts around programmatic alte? natives for these specific

populations well as a.crosicultural appreciative bqse for hurrin service

programs. , . ' _

3. To develop the capabilityamong tape course participants for understand=

ing points of possible interaction and linkages between, existing societal

programs-and indigenous naturalistic formats. .

4. To provide a knowledge linkage for the participants between Modules A,

-,13, and D. - .
.A

The Duality of Presently Edsting
Naturalistic Indi dinoilS) C in S stems

With 'a modest researZh effort, those above-noted antecedents can be seen

" readily, as having taken vile form among present United States Latino

populations. gne has only toerusesuch diverse social scientists as nson,

_Novak, Solomon, Spicer, and Suttles to be impressed with the- e ce 'of

relatively extensive indigenclus or naturalistic coping systems among ics.35

' Specific enipirical studies among Chicanos 'have begun td document pique
indigenous coping and mutual assistance institutions such as amistad=com--.

padrazgo, which is a naturalistic interactional system of extended relationthips

-between linked indiyidualS that offers its members mutual support in the

context of kinship-like bonds which do not require actual kin relationships.36

Counterpart comiadrazgo systems can be encountered among. other Latino

populations, for example, Puerto Ricans."
In like manner, other empirical studies document more formally rtered

self-help orgataations such assemi-incorporated cooperatives among hicana

gtoups throughout.the Southwest (and by ,extension to other locales where

Chicpnos reside)." In San Diego-the cooperative lending system of the cundina

was joist recently "discovered,' by researchers." Ip brief, if one looks closely

beyond the fabric of the existing network of Anglo/Northern European social
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,, welfare and human, service systems one can find current examples of such
mutua listic institutions throughout Latino populations.

A Word About the Concept ofNaturalistic Systms
- ,

As utilized in this discussion, the concept of naturalistic systems has its-origin in
several disciplines. social work, sociology, social psychology, and anthropology
to name but four. The cbre notion in naturalistic systems is that 'of primary
group relationships as conceptualized first by Cooley and later expanded on by
a yariety of other theorists such as Popenoe.'3 A second core aspectfis that of
persisting identity systems focused around commonly held group symbols, as
well as around commonly held values and beliefs. The third core aspect consists

of the more formalized organizational systems to be found among ethnic
populations such as the cooperatives just discussed. In addition to the literature

-already cited, the notion of naturalistic or primary group systems_ also can be
found in the literature about communiti systems.' .

The presence of such indigenous-nattiralistiC institution's among the Latino
people can be extended o other ethnic minority populations. An gdminiStra-
titan -mi.,Aging-fundecl study at the School of Social. Work S'an_Diego State
University, tmcovered such parallel systems that pr,ovide for the common
welfare among other ethnic groups. This study included Black, Native Amer-
ican, and Pan-Asian populations, along with Latinos,

In addition, researchers into the phenomenon of: ethnicfty and social class
have traced the persistence of naturalistic indigenous institutions, among
middle-class,. as well as second- and third-generation ethnics.43 The implica-

tions- of the findings are profound for policy curriculum as well as for
social welfare institutions. It isno longersupportable to note categorically that
middle -class ethnics' view social institutions that .adhere,to Anglo-American

- urban formatsas desirable or as necessarily sympathetic to their needs.

Persisting Naturalistic-Indigenous Systems: A Summary
=

The antecedent institutions have endured, been Adapted, and incorporated into_
the Latino experience of the 1970s. These havedeveloped into modern primary/
naturalistic reference groups and interactional support systems for those ethnic
population's that must exist in relatively hostile United States discriminatory

environments.

Module D: Latino Policy Analysi,FrameWorks

- ModlileObjectiVes

Module I) has the following specific objectives:

1. To`explicate crosscultural policy analysis strateg , 'theory, and apprecia-

tive sets. . -

2. To contrast and mesh crosscUltur policy analysis technology with
' , standard pOlicranalysis formats. a.

_, ,
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1 To assist the participants to gain the capability developing crosscultural

- models for policy analysis.
4. .To provide a knowledge linkage be gen Modules A, B, and C

The Development of a Policy Analysis I Perspective

The dual perspective is perhaps most gla g y 'absent from the policy analysis

sector of the social policy curriculum. One has but feW recent theoriks from
which to draw upon to find the ethnic perspective even nofed.4_4 Even then one

has to view the discussion as monoculturally generalized and not focused on
the analytical outlook of particular ethnic populations. In general one has -to

. .searchthe literature outside of the social policy field_ to fiend focused ethnic

impact discussion undetWay. Cases in point include Pantoja, Biourock, and

.
Bowman on cultdral pluralism, and Blauner's concept of internal colonialIsni 45

In actual fact, to build the necessary analytical frame of reference applicableto
social policy curriculpm, one has to reach to the research world and to such
works as Ladner's The Death of White Spiology* to begin developing, the
syntonic frame of reference from which lo constitute the appiopriate analytical
starting point and from which to initiate the process ef dial policy paradigm
redevelopment. From the Latina viewpoint specifically, one has W turn to a

series of Latino political analysts to have the dual perspective hit home. Here the

endless decades an_ d oppressive social policies of the nation can be seen clearly

from the point of view of Latinos who have been excluded from citizen status,

including being denied their language and heritage Such analysts can also
provide an understanding of the systematic exclusion of Latinos from the
mainstream of United States human development resources.47

Latino Policy Analysis Frames of Reference: N

kSummary 1

Policy analysis forms the basis of modern social policy curriculum. The art of
crosscultural policy analysis, therefore, emerges as a key element within
overall formulation outlined in this section. As seen within this total discussion

the ethnic minority analytical frames ofreference are the catalytic agents toward

the development of a polycultural perspective.

.

A Note on RechingMethodology

The primary approach outlined here is the analy is of'theoretical material with

accompanying theoretical discussion. This is ason an assessment of ta--
paradigm weaknesses of fhe present social licy curriculum A supportive,
teaching mode could be the development or a rallel experiential social policy
learning situalion5. This perhaps could be a hieved through the instructor's'

initiation ofeteaming experience contracts local Latin a constituencies,

which could ta,lr.Ahe form of actual social poll assignments around Issues of

.4Tqncern to a specific Latino group. Assignme could be phased in order to

parallel the specific learning objectives ofeach o preceding modules:
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Included in the -learning contracts would be the opportunity for the' '

participants to experience some aspect of the Latino constituency's cultural life

For example, it could entail experiencing the group's cultural life as expressed

through feasts or holiday celebrations. By extension, the social policy learning

contracts also could include other local ethnic minority consfitrencies.
The mix of experiential interacting with -Li'fino (or other ethnic minority)

constituencies can act as a powerful social policy, polycultural curriculum
development ,reinforcer. The explicit caution though, would be that such
assignments need to be tied directly to-the formulation of accompanying
polycultural theoretical frames of reference in rder to assist the learners in
developing an appreciative funderstanding of tjie realities they have experi-

enced_
Equally potent in generating experientially related impact are Chicano -

focused media presehtations. Fortunately, a number of excellent social policy
relevant-films on the Latino experience are available for easy incorporationby IF,

the curriculum planner."
Byond the above suB.:estions, the teaching methodology is seen as that

which best suits the format of the instructor utilizing the content discussed

. here. In essence, the content could be taught as a separate course.orpossibly as

four separate courses or elements interwoven with existing ,social policy
.courses. This is in "keeping wffh,the overall intent to generate a baseline_
Crosscultural perspective, rather than simply to multiply course offerings

within the social policy curriculum.

Course Summary and Conclusions

The premise of this discussion is that the social policy curriculum insocial work

. is monde-611u ral ly, rather than polyculturally oriented. In evidence Of the lack of

the necessary duality of outlook, the Latino experience within the United States

has been highlighted. The monoculturality.of perspective that permeates the
social policy curriculum can be dociiMented within the following areas' Ill
throughout the texts and papers thafdiscuss -the antecedents of our social
welfare institutions, (2) throughout the literature focUseci on tree current
programmatic dimensions of social 'welfare and the human 'services; and (3)

- \
throughout policyanalysis discussions.

Overall it is evident that Angloitiorthern European paradigms predominate
throughOut the social policy literature and curricula. flecauseof these defects

one must be cautious when the dynamics of ethnic minority _peoples are
brought into discussion. In .brief, the social policy curriculum paradigrhs with
regard to ethnic popl4tions 4n the United States are at a relatively primitive
state of developmerit and suffer from a Jack of azpropriate polycultural
conscientizacidn (critical consciousness)44 to curriculum development, ;u-th as'

that which emanates from -the dual persRective.
Many alenues can lead to the development of such a .Freire state of

polycultural con,scien tizacion. A breakthrough approach, suggested here is the

' . .
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active involvement-by .both faculty and students in the process of scholarly

crossculturginqiiiry.
- .

,

rican Indians in Mddern Society:

aitions flor SacralPolite and Services

.

BY EDDIE FRANK BROWN

intrbduction
One of the most frequent complaints of American Indians' concerns the
gnorance, insensitivity, and 1 of respect displayed by professionals of the

human services in the plannin elopment, and delivery of social services to

Indian communities. These co aints have supported the belief that sttial
work education has not taken significant steps toward shaping its professional

training to assure that,social workers will be more responsive to the needs of

American-,ludian communities.'
In a recent survey of Amencan Indian MSW students and graduates, oTeSr O

percent indicated that they felt their currituhim was not relevant to the needs of

their communities. Of the graduates,

Most stated that the curricula paid only token attention to Indians,

consisted largely of misinformation about, Indians, and was over-

simplified or too general to be useful. Even schools with formal

programs for Indians werejudged weak in this area.51 _

The need therefore exists for those involved in social work education to
develop Content that reflects !espect for and technical competence in-educating
sociaLworkers to work for or on behalf of the survival and strengthening of

American In4ians and their communities. Social work content must reflect a

perspective thit encompasses the AmeriCan' Indians' history, heritage, cultures,

value orientations, hopes, and aspirationsasipeople.52
This perspective also lends strong support to the col-kept of 'Indian self-

reliance. Simply stated, self-reliance is the confidence and trust iii one's own

efforts, resources,. and powers. In reference to American Indian communities,
self-reliance pertains to the ability ,of communities, through control-of their

economic resources, to identify and resolve problems within the framework of

their own tribal structures. This concept implies greater Indian self-defermina-

hon in providing the conditions for maximum human growth to individuial

tribal members.
The dtial perspective approach identified in this text serves as a lens through

.

.
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which the American Indian perspective can be presented, American Indians

must-be viewed not only as minority members of the larger social system, but

also must be understood as separate and distinct tribes with their separate

cultures, treaties, policies, and federal relationships.

American Indians and Social Policy .

Because of the unique legal status of American lndiaris with the federal and state

'governments, special laws and policies have been passed and are still being

passed that relate solely to them. The legal and political status of these laws and

policies have long been controversial issues in the area of social welfire services

An understanding of the American Indians' legal status and present social

welfare policies is, therefore, essential if social workers are to appreciate the

many issues and social problems faced by the more than 300 tribes in the United

States. Basic to this idea is the concept of assimilation, which has continually
guided American society in their approach to Indian policy-development

Knowledge of American Indians' relattuship with the fgderal and state
governments, the historical development of...kir:Ilan. policy, and present pro-

grams and services Being offered to American Indians have been identified as

high priority knowledge areas for foundation education.53

Organizatiort of Teaching 'Materials

Itvo organizational-models for introducing a dual perspective into social policy

and practice are presented below. the institutional qnd the polidy models. Both

can be used separately or combined in organizing a specialized course on

Amencan Indian policy or as modules to be integrated into existing policy or

macro courses. The added Indian perspective would support Attitudes such as A

the following:

I. That American society, rather than being guided by a moral obligatipn to

American Indians, should recognize and be guided by formal treaties and

legal obligations as well. This legal relationship should be seen as a con:

titiciiiRis one.,
2. That this legal obligation and the services which stern from itshOuld be

/ viewedason inherited right, not as a handout or moral obligation.

)3. That the failure of social service institutions to meet American Indian
needs should be viewed not as the direct fault of Indians, but as the failure

/ of outside-imposed institutions that were designed to allev late the

"Indian problem. -
7 -

-
a

The courses/modules proposed are organized around ,three major time

segme.n.ts: (I) historical developnient of American Indian social service issues in

relation to the,federal and state governments, (2) present policies and service

programs affecting American Indians, and (3) current and proposed erican

Indian movements for community survival and inherited rights.
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Its,hould be understood that whilegeneralizations can be made across Indian
poll, it is imperative to provide Joi_al tribal input through guest lectures, panel
prtsentationk, and so on, to allow for specific tribal emphasis.

Theinstitiitiortal Model

The institutional model is effective in comparing and,contrastmg the life styles,
and development of both the larger dominant society and American Indian
tribes. across the major institutions that have been created for minis survii, al
in government, economics, religion, family, and education. It is especially
effective in viewing the destruction and replacemem of American Indian basic
institutions with those of the dominant society.

The model, organized into five units across the major institutions, may be
presented together as a course or module, or as independent units. The objective
of each unit is to compare and contrast the life-style patterns& the American
Indian or a specific tribe with that of the dominant society. This is accomplished
through focusing `on past life styles and historical even.that have effected their
change, present situations now faced by both societies, and future implications
for social work intervention and practice for the sur v al and strengthening of
American Indian communities. This approach is also effective in comparing
and contrasti ng Other Minor ity groups.

Unit IFamily

In comparison to the nuclear family in the Urutea States, t e American Indian,
nuclear family structure is much broader and inclusive. The concepts. of tribe
and clan -remain strong among many United States tribes and include the
extended family members of aunts, Uncles, grandparents, cousins, and so
within their immediate family system. Within this familysystem is a co,_
network of roles, responsibilities, and commurucation patterns not ea
understood by an butsider.

Attempts have been made in the past to "cp. ilize" and .assimilate American
Indians through systematic destruction of their major inshtuhons, and in the
process the Indian family has been Seerell, attacked. One profession contribut
mg to th is has been sui.ial v. or k. Because of their ignorance of Indian culture and,
traditional family structures, Stx.ial workers in their attempts to "do good"
have been used by bureaus and agencies tu.further weaken the Indian family.
This is el, 'dent in the policies, programs, and methodologies of treatment used
'in the areas of Indian child welfare, social welfare, aging, and alcoholism.

.
The challenge for suc.ial work,practitioners is to develop alternative delivery

systems and treatment modalities that will promote the SUP1 Val ana Strength
ening of Indian tribes, communities, and families rather than to continue using
modalities that haveproven ineffective.

Unit IIEconomics

The ,Indian and the Euru- merican concept, of eiunumiL development has
differed considerably..What was described by early European explo rs as a.
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"vast wilderness yet to be del/eloped by mho" was actually the home of the

Indian where he had lived for hundreds of years. It was this ecological use,of

land versus the early industrial development that caused the Euro-Ameriait to

. view the Indians' use of land as wasteful and unproductive.

-As -American -colonies began to develop and spread, conflict increased

between the Indian and Euro-Americans as to land use and ownership. To

allow fog greater expansion and development by Eastern sellers, the federal

-government enacted a series of treaties and policies,that provided for the

removal of Indians to Western lands and the creation '/of reservations that

supposedly would protect them from further encroaChmen0ywhitesettlers.

As a result of the removal and reservation policies, the economic system that

provided American Indians- with independence and resistance to outside

intruders was systematically destroyed. The further development of a federal

ration system made, the tribes almost entirely dependent upon the

federalgovernment for their survival.
ID a systematic attempt to reverse earlier policy and to 'develop an economic

. base for reservations, policies such as the Indibn Reorganization Act of 1926

were _passed, and others are currently being developed that call for the

utilization of reservation and community resources in determining and meeting

the (
economic needs of the tribes and communities. Central to this policy

reversal is the development of social service prbgrams that seek to strengthen

the independence and self-daterrnittatiun ofIndian -people. This challenge is

particularly great for social work, considering that the past involvement of the

profession has been predominantly within Those institutions which originally

supported the destruction ofthe Indian economic system. 4

Unit Gover nment

Early American Indian governmental structures were considered advanced

when compared with countries throughout the world at that time. The

traditional Indian governmental structures were based heavily upo-h Their

theblogy and allowed for-a high level of representation and community input

into the decision-Making process.
Particularly worthy of study is the traditional

4Iohawk governmental structure, on which the eatly,United Statesgovernment

was modeled. The concept of leadership and the selection of Indian leaders also

should be reviewed.
Policy- that directly attacked the traditional governmentarstrutture begirt

with the.organization of-reservations. Tradttional chiefs and religious leaders

were bypassed while law and order authority was debated to Indian agents

and tribal police/rhe result was a gradual breakdown of traditions upon which

the Indiah relied heavily, withnothing to replace them.

In response to the Meriam Report of 1926, the Indian Reorganization Act was

passed, which created policy to allow for the developrtient of tribal 'self -

government organized according to specific federal guidelines. Today's tribal -

council form of Indian government largely stems from this act. .

Presently, under policies related to Indian self-determination, tribal govern-

ments have been thrust into the areas of coming ity and program planning and
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development. Included in this development is contracting for the planning and

delivery of social services by tribal governmenti. Social workers who reflect an

American Indian perspective, are knowledgeable about Indian policy, and are

skilled in program planning and development are being sought out by various

tribes and-communitygrobps. , .

Unit IV Religion

A fact that has set American Indians apart from other Americans has been their

subjection to a Conscious and stated policy whicli denied them freedom of

. rekigion. Indian religion as the foundation of Indian culture constantly has been

a focus of attack. There are orders on file with the former Army ?nd Interior
Departments authorizing soldiers and agents.to do all in their power to destroy

the Indian religions. As a result, spiritual leaders and hplers, as the bearers and

transmitters of oral tradition and ritual, historically havve been the focal point of

this persecution.
Recently, however, concern over the pollution of the environiterit, increased

interest in the field of parapsychology, the recognition pf the wholeness of Man

in relation to mind and body, and the need to be brought intoharmony with all

living things have proven to be importanty,concepts in, 'die physical and
psychological treatment of American 'Indians. Attempts within the helping
professions have been made to identify further the strengths found in the
natural support systems, of which religious beliefs and practices play a major_

role. Ways in which the helping professions and the Indian healers can w,prk

"together are now being explored and utilized.

Unit V Education

A number of early treaties with American Indian tribes set the precedent for
placing the responsibility of Indian education in the hands of the goVeriiinent

,Pir Although the early Indian educational system provided by.the extended family
was effective, it did not prcrvikle foi the additional knowledge IndiarrItade4jfett
was necessary if the Indian and Euro-Americans were to live together-in

. harmony. Upon the request of several Indian chiefs to teach their people to read

and write, the United States in 1819 passed legislation to create a "civilization

fund tcrprovide elementary eclu.cational_services to Indians U unately,

concept of education was primarily to "civilize" rather -tha to educa e. This 4,

objective soon led to the forced removal of children from parents and family,
substandard education, and the breakdown ofcommunity educational struc-

tures involving parental input and responsibility in the education of their

children.
This approach to the education of American Indians haS been changed only

recently. Through revisions of the Johnson O'Malley Act of 1934 and other

recent legislation in support of Indian self -delermination,,Indian'communities
are now being encouraged to aciminiter and 'develop their own tribal or-
community education programs.The acceptance, trust, and participation of the

Indian community in response to these new policy directives and programs.,
have proven difficult to obtain. Social workers involved.in the education systems
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can play an important role in the organization, participation, and input of
parents into the local publistribal, or Bureau of Indian Affairs schools.
OP Teaching methodology across each of the above five units varies depending
on the time available, knowledge of students, andav aliability; of Indian resource
persons. Advanced readings supported by guest panel discussions have proven
very effective.' For instance, selected readings on the development of the
present American Indian governmental system are assigned, and are then
followed by a pane) discussion with a member of a tribal councila BLit-eau of
_Indian Affairs administrator,.and a state representative. Discussion would be on
their present working relationships and future rules in_ determining both*
national and local American Indian social welfare policy.

Policy Model

The policy model is most effective m presenting the development of major
American Indian social policy within the historical development of the United_
States.

The develOpment-ol erican Indian social policy may be divided arbitrarily
into seven major periods- r units each of which tends to overlap the other.'
These units are best prese sequence as a complete module, with the
objective of each unit being to build on tile others u order to present d
ontirrued effort by the dominalitsocietv_tcLaddLisilieaudian problem.-.

UnitiThe Treaty Period

The, reaty Period began vv hen European nations were cars ing out their areas of
!nfluence in ine New World. Through international reaties were made
with the American Indians by the Spanish, French, Dutch, and English. Upon
winning, independence; the United States continued this practice of treaty
rnalung'until ,1871. During this period, 3704lelties were made with various
American Indian tribes, many of which are still enfcirced.

The stated purpose of the treaty policy was to prevent the invasion of Indian
lands and to ensure Indian_ rights and liberty. However, once the American
government learned that the Indians w ere set on main tti ini rig a separate identity
and would not begin to give up Indian way sand adopt English ways, it saw the
Indian as a,ri undesirable obstacle in thc way of national development. As such,
the attenhon turned tu securing possession of Indian land and natural resources
for personal use, and the role of the central government was to work out in
treaties with Indian tribes a sy stem by w hich this could take place in as orderly a
way as possible:

The payment of annuities in,connechon w ith treaty making, as well as'the
issuance of rations from Army provisions to Indians v siting military posts was
begun during this period. .

On March 1, 1871, Congress terminated, the Indian treaty period. American
Indians were, no longer_a maiur national threat ur obstacle, and consequently
were no longer reLugnized as independent nations, tribes, or powers w hum the
United States had tocontractwith by treaty.
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Unit IIThe Removal Period

Formal policy for the voluntary removal of Indians, from Eastern lands was
established with the Indian Removal Act of 1830. Indian removal, however,
eventually relied more on military force than diplomatic treaty

Removal of Indians from Eastern lands.in exchange for new Western acreage

was justified by the-federal government as a means of protecting them from

repeated encroachments and confrontations with'Angle settlers 'Many people

actually felt- they were doing the American Indians a favor by removing them

from "civilization's- path until they could acquire the skills and knowledge

necessary for assimilation.
It was during this period that the B' ureau of Indian Affairs poised from

military to civil control, with placement in the Department of Interior Under
this department, AmencadIndians were viewed as "wards" of the federal
goyernment and a major role of the Bureau of Indian Affairs became one of
maintaining peace between the Army and the American Indians.

Unit I117-The ReservaticiriPeriod

The philosophy of the reservation system was that Indians were to be made as
comfortable on, and as uncomfortable off reservations, as it was in the power of

the United Statesgovernment tomake them.
Those Indians who "went right" by accepting resettlement on reservations

were cared for through the development of a ration system providing food and
clothing. This ration practice, which originally had its beginning in the Treaty',

Penod, became the forerunnner of the special social and health services that are

offered to American Indians today through the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the

Public Health Service,
-Indiank not choosing to accept the forced reservation system, such as the

ApaOes, :Sioux, and Nez Perce, were beaten into Submission by the 'United

States Army and forced onto reservations.
. the replacement of tribal government wrrh-

religious ceremonies, and the encouragement of Christianity led to e eventual

breakdown of traditions. With the loss of many of their traditional ctures,
the Inchanssuffered, since they had nothing toreplace them with

Unit IVThe Land Alotment Period

-The Land Allotment Act initiated in 1887 was ,supposed fo assimilate fhe
Indians by giving them individual 'ownership of land, as opposed to collective

tribal ownership. Under this plan, small pieces of tribe-nand ranging from 40 to

160 acres were allotedto Indian families or individuals.
The result aftei 50 years of concerted effort to break up tribal relationships

and individualize Indian affairs reduced Indian land holdings by two-thirds,

from over 140 million acmes in 1886 to under 50 million acres in 1934. Because Of

the Indians' lack of financial means and business ability, thousands who
received land allotmentssold or renteethem to non-IndianS.

When the sale funds were exhausted or the rental income was too small, the

Indians dependence upon the fed era} government fOr assistante increased The
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radical change to reservation life and individual ownership of land was
contrary to the Indian way of life and caused, not only severe economic problems
but psychbIogical conflicts as well. ,

Unit V--The Indian Reorganization Period

The reorganization period began officially with .the Wheeler Howard Act or
Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, which attepfted to repair the damages of
the Allotment Period and officially to reestablish tribal governmentsand Indian
community life. The emphasis was upon cooperation between Indian tribes and
the federal geyernment to achieve change w ith ota forcingt

During this period there was marked progress in profespionalizing the Indian

. service. better personnel, higher professiohal standards, impriived methods of

intervention, and stronger educational program. The greatestdevelopment of
the period, however, was the support for tribal self-government, The Majority of

today's tribal governments srerrrfrom this period.
During this time as well, programs for helping American Indian families in

search of employment relocate to metropolitan areas was formally initiated
Ofter the years and particularly after World War II, hundreds of American
Indians were relocated to major cities throughout the United States. Although
many returned to the reservation, many also remained and today account for
the large urban Indian settlements in cities such as Chicago, Los Angeles, and

Denver:

Unit VIThe Termination Period

The Termination Period officially began in 1953 with the passage of House
Concurrent Resolution 108. This legislation was prompted by pressures from

states and their citizens for the discheitilpf ,the federal government's obliga-
tionlegal, moral, or otherwise -10 American Indians, and the discontinuance
of federal supervision and control of federal trusteeship of Indian land. H,C,R

1U8 in effect named Specific tr ibes that were-to-Ix-terminated at the earliest date,
including the ivienominees of Wisconsin,, the Klamaths of Oregon, and various

other small tribes-throughout-theUnitedStates..
As early as 1954 however, resistance to the termination pOlicy had developed

and Indian and non-Indian groups alike voiced strong opposition to its
_continuation. States in which tribes eligible fol. termination resided began to
realize that the cost of assuming responsibility forlthe well-being of their Indian
citizens would be high. A good example was the Menominee tribe. With federal

support discontinued and money froin the termination settlement spent, the
Menominees had to look to the state of Wisconsin to provide support for their

survival.
,In 1968, President Johnson called for an official end to tribal termination

policy, and H.C.R, 11 was passed, which created the self-determination without

termination period.

Unit VI The Indian Self-Determination Period

This period began in*spint with theotatement in the Northwest Ordinance of
July 13, 1787_ The utmost good faith shall Always be observed towards the

V
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Indians, their lands and property shall never be taken from them without their'

consent; and in their property, rights, and liberty, they.shall never be invaded or

disturbed, unless injustice and humanity shall from time to time be made, fqr -

preventing wrongs being done to them,and forpreserving peace-and friendship

with, them." President Johnson expressed this philosophy hi his Special
Message in 1968, when he proposed the, following goals that governrizental

policy should help American Indians achiever

1..A standard of living for American Indians equal to that of the

country as a whole.
. 2. Freedom° of choice: an opportunity for all American* Indians to

remain in .thir homelands if they.chdose, without surrendering.
their dignity; anctan opportunity for them to move to.the towns

and cities of America,'if they choose, equipped with skills that will

allow.them to live in equality and dignity.
3. ,Full participation by American Indians in the life of modern

America, with a full share of economic opportunity and social-

justice

Several major pieces of legislation have been passed in response to this

philosophy. Two recent acts,_of Congress have been the Indian Self-Determina-

tion Act and the Indian Health Care Act. Both call for Indian-sponsored and

controlled programsdesigned to meet the in diVidual needs of tribes.

.Particularlyrelevantto social work is the contracting of tribes with federal

and state governments to 1dminister their own- social welfare and health

services. This is- especially difficult with so few trained American Indian social

workers and the limited vision of present long-term professionals withrn the

bureaus.
The teaching methodology used in presenting .the\,nerican Indian policy

model is a combin ation of advanced readings, class lectiires, diScussions, and a

paper-on-the-possiblealternativep_olicies inalleviatin "Indian problem. "

. /
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6. Summary and Conclusions

The United States increasingly has become aware of the fact that it is a pluralistic
nation composed_ of different racial and ethnic groups, despite the earlier
assumption that it was a '`melting pot.- Since most social workers deal with at

least one minority g during their careers, one df the major goals of social
work,eclucation must tu graduate suc al workers w hounderstand, appreciate,'
and are sensitive to minority differenc This source bodic presents the concept
ut the dual perspective as onNvenu of developing multicultural critical
consciousness in the practice-of social w o k ucation in a pluralistic society.

The dual perstive is defined as,the conscious and systematic process of
r

-
perceiving,- understanding, and comparing simultanedusly the values, atti-
tudes,. and behavior of the larger, societal system with pose of the clierieg
irruiiediate tamily and community sy Stem. It 'stile conscious awareness on both
the cognitive and the attitudinal levels of the .similarities and differenceS

between the two systems. The dual perspective requires- substantiveimowledge
and empathic appreciation of, both the mayor societal system and the immediate
client system. Its goal is to' broaden social workers' understanding and

;sensitivity to the-total life shuat ionOf the cheat group,Serviges developed using
this kind of assessment should make them more appropriate and effective than

, at present; . : -
The dual perspective is based on ihe concept that individuals are a part of two

systems, that of their immediate 4uual and physical eavirdnment. (the nurtur
ingsys,tem), and-jhat of the major. society in which the nurturing system is
embedded,:lt tircuses attention on the degree of congruence or incongruence

betviten the two systems. The.refore w hile the concept is applicable to all people,

it is uniquely suited ,for working with minority groups, since congruence
between the two systernS can be severely limited for thein.

This ource book discusses the theory underlying the dudl perspective and
illustraies its use in social wotk education with coursepaterial hi-several areas
,ut,sucial work. In keeping with the cognitive and.attitudiriarthrust of the dual
perspective. must of the Lour se material presents substantive knowredgeaswell

aching methociology.that ill fust'grtheexperientia.1 learning necessary to
involc the alltAdinal concepts of students.,

Social work always ha's made an 4terppLto understand clients within their
totaFsituatiun iii a nonjudgmental manner. However, in the past social work
hal tended to put these principles into practice with the assumption that there

-was, Or shatldbe, congruence between the values and behavicirof the cliogit's
world and that 151 the inajur society. The dual perspective forces the social,

..wvirker to move beyond this ;melt* put' perspective and not ohly iycognize
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' pluralism, but know and appreciate the elemeri of the various minority
corrimuithes as they interact with those of the la ociety Despite its name,'

the dual perspective is not an attempt to polarize minority ankhonminority, but

-is an .attemOt to assure ass eSsment of the total client situation by forcirig

attentiolf.opll elements 9f it. The dual peripective should nth be interpreted as

being-a concept for use only with ,minorities. it can be applied to all people 'It

should direct attention to the -common human needs' of people and thedegree

to which thiyare met within the -nurturing society and Within the major

society,' p

Originally only oppressed minority groups such as American Indians, Asian

Amencarq, Blacks, and Latinos were insistent on claiming tights to their

cultural and racial, heritage, however, other less easily identifiable grOups are

now insisting on their right taacognition of their ethnic heritage If this trend

thotild continue, use of j,tie dVal perspective will facilitate understanding of

their Points of view also.
. 4..

The concept of the dual perspective needs further work in its application to

-social Work education and practice. There?giould be clearer definition and
specification of its application to variouskinds of practit'e and to cburse material

than has been accomplished here. Development of 'substantive .knowledge is

required. For example, understanding the Latino amistad compadrazo systerri as

an important indigenous coping and mutual. assistance institution within the

Latino commujiity that should be recognized andsupportedbyclie more lemma]

social welfire services, IsYcnow ledge that is not readily available This duality of

indigenous values and institutions existing-within those of the larger society is-

often present for minority groups, but riisrmuch of it is yet dc)%innented_

Ferreting-i)ut valid knowledge of the client's nurturing sys is a difficult

task, but one that social work 'should engage in th all its' client systenis.

P-laang this knowMgem/persp,ective in, ar to the wider society and
determining anapprbpriate level and process of intervention is an additional
difficulty. lira society as diverse as the United tates, the task can beaime a ImoSt

overwhehrung. However,- social work has -no alternative but make this

attempt if it proposes toserve its total client population:
Finally, the dual perspective represents the relationship between theo" ry and

prolilem solving that social welfare. must tUrn,,,to as our society becomes nch

coMplex. This concept devOloped out of the application of social science and

'personility theory tp the problem of understanding diverse ciierit systems Use

of social science theory in relation to the social and physical environment

provides the theoretical concept.-of the dual perspective, which should give

, direction' tc/qbe social welfare professional's search, to understand the divgrse

kinds of client life-squatio and the implications for prktice ..

. is
.
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